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SUMMARY

A trade study was conducted to accurately and economically simulate the

chamber environments of present and future large solid propellant rocket notors.

During the study the acceptable ranges of motor configuration and interna

ballistic parameters over which the Super BATES motor is capable of operating

were defined.

This study resulted in selection of a segmented motor configuration with

case bonded propellant grains. The nominal grain configuration is an internal

burning cylinder with both ends burning. The nominal grain for each segment

is 60-in. long with an outside diameter of 28 in. A 30-in.-long grain segment

is also incorporated to permit flexibility over a range of grain lengths

(corresponding to one-half to three segments) without introducing exorbitant

heat losses. This configuration results in a motor with desirable pressure

neutrality characteristics. The maximum pressure variation over the future range

of operating conditions will average less than tSZ from the mean pressure over

the entire burning range.

* A preliminary design was generated using UTC propellant formulation

UTP-18,803 as the control propellant. This propellant has a 4urnirg rate of

*0.43 in./sec at 1,000 psi. This baseline motor, with an 8-in. diameter throat

has a mass flow rate of 317 lb/sec at 1,000 psi; it consists of t-o 60-in.-long

segments and one, half-length (30-in.) segment. The propellant web thickness

will be 2.6 in.

Both submerged and conventional nozzles were designed for the motor.

The case segments are joined together with individual clevis H-rings u%ing a

pinned joint in double shear. The saw joint configuration is used to pin the

Segments to the closures. In this approach a low cost pipc is used for the

case segments; this permits case bonding of the propellant instead of the more

complicated cartrid6• ioading approach because motor case segment fabrication

costs are comparable to cartridge costs. The motor segments will be shipped to

the propellant supplier for refurbishing atnl processin&.



The motor incorporates a burst diaphragm system to protect the motor and

thrust stand in the event of motor overpressurization. This pressure relief

system is installed in the motor forward closure and is designed to vent

combustion gases through the forward closure in a radial direction. This precludes

damage to the load cells and thrust stand.

The thrust stand preliminary design is a single component, horizontal

system capable of measuring axial thrust in the ranges of 0 to 50,000 lb,

0 to 100,000 Ib, and 0 to 150,000 lb. The stand incorporates a deadweight

calibrator and has a combined thrust measurement accuracy of ±0.15% over the

full range.

The motor is designed for vertical assembly on the test pad adjacent to the

thrust stand. Preliminary tooling designs have been prepared for motor assembly

and for rotating the motor from the vertical position to the horizontal position

for transporting to the horizontal test stand. Designs have also been prepared

for process tooling and shipping containers.

The technical effort of this program was conducted between 1 April and

30 September 1974.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of solid rocket propellants for applications to ballistic

missile or large solid motors is a difficult problem in the solid rocket motor

industry. Scaleup of data from small test motors is undesirable because of the

many large performance corrections which are necessary. Computer program approxi-

mations of performance are inaccurate because of limited knowledge of combustion

and loss mechanisms. A full-scale prototype test motor is the best approach;

however, evaluation of the actual system is getter.lly prohibitive due to cost

and schedule.

Propellants specifically formulated for large motor applications are

currently being developed. A reusable test motor is not available to permit

a full-scale evaluation of these propellants. A program was conducted to

analyze the requirements for such a motor, and preliminary motor and thrust stand

designs were generated.
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2.0 OBJEC.TIVES

This program was divided into two tasks: (1) tradeoff analysis. and

(2) prelimlitary design.

'Lik objective of thie l1sk I tradeoff analysis was to identify the ranges

of motor configuratio,• and Internal ballistic parameters over which the test

motor must opLrdtv to adt-qtiatvly and economically simulate all large solid

propellant motor chamber t.uvi ronweuLts.

The ot1jec¢ive Ot thL. stCL:ed Las,", vat to produce a preliminary design of test

motor, thrust stand, and ct.t.tiu; ind ,andling hardware.

•'8



1I.0 SUPE~R BATES TASK -1 TRAD)E STUDY

3.1 Hotor

3.1.1 System~ Trade btudN

Tiw objective ut, thc tv.-tcO trade std was to identify Lhe tLSof

motor conzfiguration~ and int~ernal balli-stic paran' ters over which the Super

W.AES motor muist lie capahle of operating so that thle full spectrum of chamber

environments in. prvscew and futiurv large solid rocket motors could he accurately

and economically sitrailatsed. this objcctive was accomplished in saveral steps.

First, tile cii racteri~stics of la.:ge solid motors that would be likelyi

candidates for Super HA:L..S simulation wcrv tabulated. A trade study was thern

as a fiwtart lag point and recovu'eudat i-nis vvre made Wn steveral arecas to eta

tile ranlgCS Oi iMportaJAL pararvters to cover the full riv 4rresetit and

future large -solid zxtr. 14v Me eddrot'jr t~eiW3 liozle de'signs re su'4t

ins, from thisti uAdc study~ wvrv zutt wie rva n 1at icn sui-r-itry of tho

L ~~uper bMILApvto a% atcur,*C" (incl~tdkiAg _Ncalvtqjý t-nIeatin h rapo1'tatit)

w~as presentvd.

the detai% i'. t zrade .id are!~r-%-1e in AVn,*tdt'\. A. Thlis Apptxenix

h~i ch each pa;a4.'uttv 4fst:E wr-incej.n (31 the tel.itjt'inj.ra- of thist

TeStuvwr i-T ... ~ti4( C h-ilw ir -' ~~ - ~

for Super "ATrS tv~tlný n-. -lca nt1 ~ i ijt

(e.g., Xinutevuzz III 'lato ~ q c-1),~ larle t~ d lt r6



Pershing), large solid boosters (e.g., the 156-in. motor), the Titan IIIC 120-in.

solid strap-ons, the NASA shuttle booster, aid the lower stages of the NASA

Scout vehicle. The most significant performance related parameters for these motors

are listed in Table 1.

Data supplied by AFRPL on the MX and C4 were particularly valuable.

Although the design ch:'racteristics of these systems, particularly the MX,

have not been frozeo, the data provided give a firm indication of the likely

xange of future large ballistic missile design parameters. For large ballistic

missiles chamber pressures range from roughly 400 psia to 1,500 psla, throat

diameters range from 5 to 15 in., and chamber residence times are all greater

than 40 msec and usually greater than 100 msec. Grain length to diameter

ratio ranges from 0.6 to 4 while nozzle submergence (as a fraction of grain

length) ranges from 0% to 30%. Burning rates at average pressure range from

0.3 to 0.6 in./sec.

In contrast, booster motors ope -ate at chamber pressures around 550 psia

with large throat diameters. Residence times of a few hundred milliseconds are

typical. The motors generally have long grain length to diameter, little or no

nozzle submergence, and burning rates from 0.22 to 0.34 in./sec.

3.1.1.2 Recommended Operating Range for Super BATES - A preliminary trade study

was conducted to evaluate the range of motor parameters required to simulate

large solid rocket motors. Particular emphasis was on the prime candidate

motors described in Sectic., 3.1.1.1. The two primary motor simulation variables

(chamber pressure and throat diameter) are shown in Figure 1. Candidate large

motors are located on the figure to indicate primary areas of interest.

Chamber pressures are clearly trending upward as better case materials

beccme available. With the exception of the second stage Polaris (which was

designed for a low pressure to overcome the high base burning rate limitations

of early double base propellants), no operational or proposed large solid

motor operates at a pressure b, low 440 psia. The MX and C4 stages are opti-

mizing at pressures 200 to 300 psia higher than the earlier Minuteman mad Polaris.

The predicted pressure for the first stage MX is 1,400 to 1,500 psia.
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With the introduction of carbon filaments, ballistic missiles in the 1980's

could easily be optimized at pressures above the 1 ,600 psia maximum pressure

proposed for Super BATES. Since chamber pressure acting directly an combustion

processes and indirectly through propellant burning rate is such a fundamental

parameter, it Is �WCOiiUflQiid.'�i hat L1�e Super BATES motor be designed for a maximum

pressure of 2,200 pdla. This allows direct pressure simulation oflarge solid

motors presently in use as well as those anticlpate� in the near future.

The system is not noticeably penalized either from cost or handling weight

considerations br tiii� iiicrua�cd pressure capability.

* Throat dia-'eter selection depends on the range of chamber pressure

�.nd '�ow rate required. A throat diameter of 8 in. matches a number of large

sMid motors and aupears to be an excellent choice for the nominal throat size.

A throat df.ameter of 5 in. covers all p2.anned motors, but future increases in

pLeasure may requirc liroat dia;eters as small as 4 in. on ballistic missiles.

This sh uld oc provided Lot on Super BATES.

Several Iarg�: solid motors including all first stage ballistic missiles

have thr1 ist levels that * xceed The standard limit of 150,000 lb. However,

these motori� can be s..a�ed down at constant pressure to operate with throat

diamer .'is o� It) in. or I':'s at L 1�: � iiium thrust stand capability for all �

and C4 sraec*s. Ihe sc&d first st ages of Minuteman and Polaris would operate

at flow rates �om 35u 1b,�ec to 400 lb/sec. wIth .0-in, throats. Therefore,

a h�-tz�. throat site a�ip�-ars tc he adequ�'te unless I ig;i flow rates at lOW

pressure *.r. expect' d LII t;�c � tAr�tist LCVLd is raised above 150 ,000 lb.

S opt P.AIhM si'i ii be ''s i �;ncd to cove r as w 1 di.. a p ressurc range as

pract i cab Ic. the prirve i pal desi �',n pro¾ Len at I ow pressure comes t ron1 accommodating

thro.i 'Hair. ter�. i..i� le o! tind I iii: 1 '.r�;c t Vw rates. 1,at�c' throats require

lar ce r motor dl eme Li.' z., to keep I �w port to Lb roat rat i os. However, in the

interest of jlexibilitv tire Supt.�' hAfES should '�e desi gned to accommodate throat

d i.nmeters of up to 12 in. �. t h the has& int' iuhmerged conical nozzle. A standard

ci osurL* �au be de�I gueci to ;icr'T,, tudate lie sulitnergi.'d no� Ic to 10- in. diu�r. A

Spec I a! closure *wcl o he requl r�d to 1w: rease the no�zie diameter to 12 in. A

12-in. throat WOUI .1 di low I I us v. t .. � ul I 40 Iii 15Cc at the minimum p ressure of

200 psi.-i and would he cavih I ii�u1ar tag tIi� second stage Polaris to provide a

13
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data point for double base propellants. More important, an aft closure designed

to accommodate a 10-in. conical nozzle will be able to handle smaller diameter

contoured nozzles. For specific tests where exact full-scale performance

simulation is required, Super BATES' ability to match the nozzle exit cone

profile would be an important asset.

UTC recommends maintaining the present 150,000 lb thrust stand limitation

although increasing the thrust to 210,000 lb would allow direct simulation of

several first and second stage ballistic missiles (see Figure 1). A typical

specific impulse efficiency curve versus mass flow rate is shown in Figure 2;

it is based on 16% aluminum propellant in motors at 500 to 800 psia. The flow

rates of several large solid rocket motors are also shown although their

efficiencies generally will not fall on the 16% aluminum curve. The large

motor data points that appeared to lie well beyond the 150,000 thrust level

in Figure 1 in reality only require a specific impulse scaleup of roughly 0.1%.

The large increase in cost required to achieve flow rates up to 800 lb/sec

cannot be justified to eliminate the small specific impulse scaleup for very

large solid motors.

The curve for specific impulse efficiency provides a preliminary indication

of the value of the Super BATES motor as a performance tool in large solid motor

design. By covering the critical large motor flow rate range from slightly

under 100 lb/sec to roughly 550 lb/sec, the Super BATES permits direct perform-

ance measurements of most large solid motors with only small scaleups (a few

tenths of a percent) for even very large solid motors. Data from 70-lb RATES

motors require scaleups of 1% to 2% to cover the Super BATES range.

Burning rate characteristics of large solid motors were evaluacLd to d.tt-r-

mine the primary burning rate range for Super BATES. Where data were not avail-

able, a propellant b/a ratio of 4.0 was assumed to establish maximum web. Iihv

burning rates at average pressure for the candidate large, solid ballistic •,nd

booster motors ranged from 0.31 to 0.6 in./sec as shown in Figure 3. 1,a.sd

on the large number of motors with burning rates below 0.4 in./sec, UTC rvoni-

mends extending the proposed burning rate range down to 0.3 in./sec to cov•i

14
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these motors. The complete absence of motors with burning rates above 0.6 in./sec

suggests that the high burning rate range should not be overemphasized. Trying

to achieve long burntlmes (i.e., 5 to 6 sec) with burning rates of 0.8 to

1.0 in./sec requires thick webs (up to 6 in.) which will compromise the overall

design. Thick webs require larger motor diameters and more complicated grain

geometries to achieve a neutral pressure trace. UTC recommends a maximum web

of 3.5 in. which allows a 5-sec burn time at burning rates up to 0.7 in./sec.

At higher burning rates the maximum burn time will be proportionately reduced.

However, in general high burning rate motors will have low L* and will require

shorter burn times to minimize the effects of ignition aid tailoff and achieve

accurate performance measurements.

The motors within the primary Super BATES flow rate range of 100 to

500 lb/sec can best be simulated with average port diameters from 20 to 30 in.
2and a maximum surface area of 14,000 in. as shown in Figure 3. Within this

region Super BATES motor lengths range from approximately 50 to 200 in. Motor

geometry provides another reason for not attempting to directly simulate the

flow rate of very large solid motors. In addition to the facility and recurring

cost required to achieve flow rates up to 800 1b/sec, Super BATES motor diameters

of up to 40 in. would be requirvd to achieve reasooable grain lengths with these

high flow rates. Selection of a large diameter would compromise the operation

of the Super WAES at lover flow rates by creatinti an excessively short length

to diameter motor with long irnition and tiiloff tranvieuts.

Preliminary operating range rotor ei,.tins were prv-.ared for the Super

BATES based on the results of this design trade study. Major parameters listed

in Table 2 were split into tvo ragvs, primarv ant1 cmeplete. The primary

range of each parameter encocpassed the cost likely range of operating condi-

tions required to similate large solid rockict notors. Within this range the

motor will be optimized for perfornance accuracy, ease of Imadling, &ad minimum

operating cost. However, each major para-eter alo Includes a such wider range

to allow max1"m flexibility. VTe motor will I- de-.dped to provide accurate

parfortuace over this co0plete range, but motor% u.iich require extreve va1ln~s

for several para.eters Ze.g., a 2-9ec burn time with a ]-in. web) can not oc

expected to be as accurate as motors in the privary ope-.ating range. The recon-

mended operating ranges of several important ballistic and geometric parameters

16
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TABLE 2. SUPER BATES OPERATING RANGE PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS

Parameter Baseline Range Recommended Range

Chamber pressure, psia 200 -. 1,800 Primary: 400 to 1,800
Complete: 200 to 2,200

Maximum thrust, lb 150,000 150,000

Burning rate, in./sec 0.4 to 1.0 Primary: 0.3 to 0.7

Complete: 0.3 to 1.0

Throat diameter, in. Primary: 5.0 to 10.0
Complete: 4.0 to 12.0

Web, in. Primary: 1.5 to 3.5
Complete: [.0 to 4.0

Duration, sec Primary: 4.0 to 7.0
Complete: 2.0 to 8.0

Average port diameter, in. 20 to 30

are shown in Figure 4. A nominal design point of 323 lb/sec for 6.2 sec at a

burning rate of 0.43 in./sec at 1,000 psia was selected. W4ith a web of 2.6 in.

and an average port diameter of 25.4 in. (grain outside diameter - 28 in.) the

grain length would be 150 ia.

3.1.2 Recoceuded Motor Case (:otfiiuratiim

UIJC recomends a nominal grain diameter of 28 in. wid a maximum grain

lentgth of 180 in. U4.ed on the trade t.tudles pres.entd in previous sections

a grain dIameter of 18 ini. tfets all the rcquirvm-nts. for neutrality, efficiency

of aluminun• ombustion, transient irpulse. flow field and k-rosive Lurning model-

ing, and chanber heat losses. Vith a maximum grain length of 1810 In., the

Super UATLS ciui act lew the -ax~i-um ur3tace ar%-a oi 14,O.00 in.' whtich is consi;t-

eat with the burning and flow rate rangts ow the nutor.

"The Super BATES trade study has clearly showit the rn,'d lor conmfigurotional

flexibility ir order to codel the operating: characteristics. of a wide range of

large solid motors. The most practical approach to achiev- thi.s flexibility is

through motor case seg-entation. A segnented n'itor care can Match the Curface

area re~uirenents without either exce..-ive free voltac that would contribute to

17
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ignition and tailoff inaccuracies or large exposed 3reas of insulation a:hat

would substantially increase chamber heat losses.

"Propellant grain processing requirements provide the mast cimpelling reason

for motor case segmentation. In order to achieve a neutral trace the end

burning circular perforated grain must have the correct number of end burning

surfaces; this is dependent upon the overill grain length. These neutrality

characteristics present formidable processing problems with a monolithic case

(see Figure 21, Appendix A). The slots could be formed either in the grain

using foam wafers or machined in the grain after cure. Although both approaches

are feasible, they require manpower and equipment specialization and neither

are attractive for a low cost, widely used test motor. A segmented case allows

the grain to be easily cast with two end faces which may be inhibited if desired.

A baseline grain segment length of 60 in. is recommended with three seg-

ments used to achieve the maximum grain length of 180 in. A half begment with

a grain length of 30 in. is recommentded to allow complete length flexibility

while minimizing heat losses and transient impulse effects. The recommended

segmentation approach (Figure 5) provides for grain lengths from 25 in.
L2 2

(roughly 2,000 in. ) to 180 in. (roughly 14,000 in. ). For grain lengths

between 25 and 30 in. a single half segment would be used with the upstream

face inhibited. From 30 to 60 in. a single 60-in. segment would be used. The

upstream face would be inhibited up to a grain length of roughly 45 in. (depend-

ing on the web and neutrality desived). For longer grains, the 60-in. segments

together with one 30-in. segment (for 60 in. L __ 90 in. mad 120 in. __L

150 in.) would be used up to three 60-in. segments with a total grain length

of 180 in. The number and range of grain lengths for which inhibited face-

would 1-e used to achieve the desired neutrality is indicated in Figure 5.

A dptailed investigation of motor case design approaches was conducted t;

determine the fabrication and assembly method that would allow high accuracy

consistent with lowest program cost. The or.ginal design approach used plastic

propellant cartridges secured inside clevis pin motor cases. Cartridge loaded

"19
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Figure 5. Recommended Grain Segmentation Approach
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grains have been successiully used ktn mnany programs mnd rpresent a straight-

foward approach to largte wtor static testing. Hlowiver, the relatively smll

size (28-in. inside diameter) and high prc-surt' (-2,000 psia) of the Super BATES

atfor togethcr with Ci e nigh Jgr,-e Mt ptrtorttmantt a-rhurcflent accuracy required

makes cartridge loading: lc-s attractive.

Uvat losses to thr !otor c41i- arx' a si:.r:ikScant effect W tlellk Suer MAlS.

An earlier coatractural study for Super HIMPO sho•vd that cartridge$ With single

gas seals must have either relativelyN iarer aanular gaps to all3 backside

pressurizat to without a large pressuvre drop' arros,. the cart ridge or use a

flexible cae that cma te',xild to the vail o i tti. Ucac loHses for large

gap;s are %macceptable. Lxvn for relativly rmall gap%, the heat loes can be

as high an 0.SZ for -- one c-tndlttion; thvrretere an e'ci) reuisable flesible

ass reitniforced cartridge with sralr. at both ,-ds vuld , re-quired.

Tolerances and di-enslmcal statiiity are prvbletm. with a cartridge loaded

grain. A tuiform web is essential to acht, ve rapid talioff aid ainiaca transient

impulse. Producing a cartridge to tigzht loleranrtce- and holding those tolerances

Cirough storage, Insulation, and propellant ca.ting could be dAfficult and costly.

20
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Cartridge inspection would be required at least once during each reprocessing

cycle when a decision would be made to (1) accept the cartridge, (2) reject

the cartridge, or (3) rework and reinspect the cartridge. Cartridge loading

also complicates the handling and motor assembly procedures.

Direct case bonding to segmented motor cases is preferrable to cartridge

loading in terms of performance and design simplicity, but several cost aspects

must be considered. A steel case can be produced and held to close toler-

ances over long periods of use. A motor composed of at most three case bonded

grains can be easily handled and assembled. Hlowever motor cases are tradition-

ally much more expensive than cartridges. With Super BATES, the case segments

with integral clevis joints would cost approximately $10,000 and the glass

reinforced cartridges (reusable a maximum of 10 times) about $3,000. With the

anticipated use rate of 12 firings per year (as given in the SOW), more than

20 segments could be required to account for shipping, processing, setting up,

testing, and cleaning schedules. Although the costs are not prohibitive at

this level, there is a strong incentive to provide a more cost effective

altcrnate to the cartridge loaded configuration than a case bonded case which

incorporates an integral female clevis joint. A logical solution is to

fabricate separate attach joints such as H-joints; in this way, the cost of

the'segment is not burdened with relatively complex joint costs.

Low cost, commercially available pipe offers the best approach for an

inexpensive case segrent. Medium alloy steel pipe sells for 25 to 35 cents

a pound. After being cut to length and bored to produce close tolerance inter-

nal dimensions, a 60-in. case segment should cost no more than $2,500 or roughly

the sane as a glass cartridge which is far less durable. Shipping costs are

not a significant factor despite the sizable weight differences between cart-

ridges and steel case segrents because• a 5,000-lb minimum weight limit exists

for shipments of live propellant. A cost study was conducted to determine the

round trip shipping costs of one, two, and three segment motors between AFRPL

and several solid rocket companies. The resilts, shown in Table 3, indicate

that the difference in transportation costs between cartridges and case segments

is not significant (at most $200 per segment).
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SI !
Tim motor case Joints •ould be produced only in small quantities (no more :'il

than tuo •uuld be needed) and uould remain in the a•embly/test area. Theseo

Joints uould be machined either fr,,m flat p'ate or from roll ring forglngs.

S•o candidate Joints, shotm In Figure 6 , are representative of the type of

configurations tl•at could be used. The shear ring design uses a split ring
S•tlng with circtuaferential grooves in each segment; it ts retained by a

ScyllndrXcal collar. The double clevis pin joint offers simplified assembly,

.• but th,• join• adds about 10 in. of free volu•e to the •oter.
&

• 3.1.3 •ozzle Design Study

Sdesign an extre•ly ioportant on •otor performance.
SThe nozzle ha.• effect

•:. Consequently accur•t• •deling of al! major no=zle design varlable• is i•portant

•: to properly si•l•te the perfor•nce of large solid rock•-t •otors The fout-

!•{ •ost i•portant nozzle •ara•eters are:

::. A. Throat Diameter

The throat size affects t• pha.•e flo•" losses aad should be closely m-•deIed

to •nioi•e scaleup, The n•zle should accc•rz,•iate thr•t dia•-e•er• from

S-• 12 in. Oe•, closure can be used to acco•a•'da•e •ozzles vi•h throat
d
• drafters fr• z, to 12 in. Ro•,ver, a s[•cial closure will be requir•

for vv,.•les •,it;', throat di•eter• from 8 to 12 in,

Since t• •tor u•l! operate at pr•ssur¢• ,•ro= 20• to •,2•3 p.•ta, cxp•n•.

ra•lo t•le•th!ltty • r•utrc•i to •id over exp4I•sioa m• •o •O•t•ve clo•e ]

-i
to the o•tie•u•'• expansion €•tio,

f•. Submerge.co
Var•-•l¢ suhe•rg•nc¢ L• rcqutre• to •dct the •o• f•cld are• •t,.• no•-l¢ il!
entrance. S•n• •u•..•enc• lo•e.• t•nd to [l•tlen out •or no:al• •ub-

of 18 ia, t• r•cmz•n,•td • o• IO• o• the- a.as• .chaa•r l•.th o• %
<180 in. :-

i I• Throat •.us of Curvatur•

: The throat rad•u• ot carv;ture (eepec•ally •n the entrance re•t•n) h• a

i' "j I"1 " i-"J •-I• i: i i ,::i - i"l'i• -i: i : ........ ..... " . ... .... ... .
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to model throat curvatures from 1.5 times the throat radius up to roughly

4 times the throat radius.

The nozzle throat presents the greatest design challenge to achieving per-

formance accuracy and cost effectiveness. The throat must withs4.and chamber

pressures up to 2,200 psia with high energy propellants for up to 8 sec with

little erosion. The nozzle operating range of pressure and throat diameter

is shown in Figure 7. Medium erosion resistant throat materials could be

used for the larger throat sizes (10 to 12 in.) where thrust and burn time limita-

tions will restrict the severity of the thermal environment. However, the base-

line throat size must operate over the full pressure range. Throat materials

like pyrolytic graphite are recommended to minimize erosion effects especially

for maximum duration tests at high pressure with the smaller 4- to 8-in. throats.

Reuse of the throat package is considered a cost effective design approach

for the Super BATES. Although instantaneous heat fluxes equal or exceed the

full-scale motor values requiring an expensive high performance throat, the

total nozzle heat transfer during a 5 to 8 sec Super BATES firing is small

compared to the nozzle heat transfer in a full-scale motor; therefore, char

penetration and thermal soakout will. be much less severe in Super BATES.

Multiple reuse of the throat package would help amortize the nozzle cost over

several firings and could contribute significantly to achieving minimum motor

operating expense.

The Super BATES motor operating range is shown in terms of surface area

and nozzle flow rate in Figure 8. The grain segmentation approach allows
2 2continuous operation from 2,000 in. to 14,000 in. However, there is no easy

way to continuously vary throat diameter over the full range of 4 to 12 in. nor

is this necessary. The use of a small number of Super BATES throat sizes (three

to five) is recommended rather than trying to exactly model the throat diameter

of each motor. A set of four nozzles with throat diameters of 5, 6.5, 8, and

10 in. could adequately cover the Super BATES range. This does not preclude

use of a special nozzle for a particular test. However, for the majority of

tests, the small scaleup introduced by using standard nozzles would not signifi-

cantiy affect performance accuracy.
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The recomnended submerged nozzle design shown in Figure 9 allows flexi-

bility in expansion ratio, submergence depth, and throat radius of curvature.

Expansion ratio flexibility is essential to minimize separated flow effects

and to achieve a near optimum expansion ratio based on the chamber to exit pres-

sure ratio of a particular test. The recommended design uses a silica phenolic

exit cone that is free standing from an area ratio of 5:1. The exit cone would

be set at the correct expansion ratio for each test and discarded after the

test. By using a partially free standing exit cone that is pinned to the steel

support at a low area ratio, a single nozzle can cover the complete range of

expansion ratios for each throat size.

Nozzle submergence depth (as a fraction of chamber length) mast be modeled

to simulate submergence losses. Fortunately submergence losses reach a threshold

value by about 10% submergence and increase only slightly thereafter. Conse-

quently, a maximum submergence depth of 18 in. will provide 10% submergence

for the longest grain.

Adapter rings were evaluated to provide flexibility ito submergence depth.

The adapter rings, manufactured to various lengths, control the axial position

of the nozzle and therefore the depth of submergence. The adapter length can

be increased until the nozzle is nearly unsubmerged.

Flexibility in radius of curvature of the nozzle can bc achieved without

building several nozzles in each throat size. The plastic insulation parts in the

nozzle entrance and throat can be machined to achieve an entrance radius of

curvature range using a common steel support piece. UTC recommends that a

nominal radius curvature of approximately 1.6 times the throat radius be used

for most firings to allow reuse of the throat. However, whenever particular

test conditions (especially for a tist series) require a different radius of

curvature, the oozzle insulation pieces can be configured to meet new radius

of curvature requirenents.
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3.1.4 System Performance Accuracy

The projected accuracy of the Super BATES test motor and thrust stand to

define the solid rocket propellant performance is summarized in Table 4.

This table is a summary of the detailed trade studies presented in Appendix A.

The table shows projected variations in (1) the ability to model exactly,

(2) the scaleup effects for pertinent performance parameters, and (3) the error

introduced by analytically correcting these variations.

The trade study analyses indicate that the delivered performance for the

actual flight motors may be defined quite accurately without applying any

correction factors. The rationale is that the variations in performance due

to parameters such as heat loss, combustion efficiency, etc., are well within

the range experienced in an actual flight motor. The scaleup and configuration

factors such as throat size, erosive burning due to low port to throat, etc.,

are not major contributors and do not justify the additional effort to apply

corrections.

For tests whose purpose is to define the actual propellant performance as

accurately as possible, corrections for variations may be made analytically.

Combining these projected uncertainties results in an overall eitimated system

accuracy of 0.35%. This estimate is based on the two and one-half segment

baseline motor with an 8.0-in.-diameter throat described in section 4.0

Table 5 presents the accuracy With whic; the Super BATES motor delivered

performance can be measured. 1Tis summary consider.s the measurable item-s listed

in Table 4. As shotn, the actual performance is estimated to be within

0.19% of measured performance.

3.2 Thrust Stand

A study was conducted to identify a single component horizontal system

capable of measuring thrust in three ranges: 0 to 50,000 lb, 0 to I00,000 lb,

and 0 to 150,000 1l). The maximum thrust is 150,000 lh; the stand structure is

capable of force loads to 2001 of maximu- without dawge.
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TAILI 4. ACCURACY ANALYSIS 0OF11 8UTESDA PFAftUM1
Uncerv.ainty of ftrformance

variation ~ratc

Uawaline t-1 laselift
Parameter All Configuratitons Hator Coat iguatlona Motor
Pressure Maui; modal directly 0 0 0
Throat Noneaup to D 12In.; 0 0 0

diet~r model directl

'0. 51 up to 156-in. 4 0.12
diameter (motor nozule
size)

turnafte rate <2.02 due to er~'sive 0 NeI6ible 0
burning and port
diameter

Nozzle None; model directly 0 0-
submergence

Combustion 0.21 0 40.051 0
ef ficiency

Best loals Up to 2.52 1.9 eubmarged 0.202 0.152
1.61 couventional

Thermal 4.0Z 4.01 0.11 0.12
."cqutbrism

Pressure 110.01 maximum *10.0 mawda, '0.05 '0.052
neutrality ±3.0 nominal ±3.61 nominal
Trensiat 5.02 2.6Z '0.101 (0.052

ftedied 1.25Z 1.001 40.301 '0.25%
Inerte
Thruat sand - '0O.151 -C0. 12
Overall -- 0.43X 0.352

35accraacy

TAUS 5. AC==Rc~ AMALUIS 0p SWl &M= M5ugu= ON

Parameter of Variation otwc

prme"Ur neutrality t10.02 maXIMM <0.051

Team""a Impel" 5.02 <0.102

Thrust stand acturacy qw. Is%

0veaMal 5 maccuay 0.191
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The axial thrust measurement system accuracy has an initial design goal

of tO.10 percent of full-scale (for each of the ranges) with a three sigma

confidence based on in-place calibration with a stand resonant frequency of

25 cycles per second or higher.

After identifying the characteristics of the thrust stand, an

analysis was conducted to determine cost versus thrust stand accuracy.

3.2.1 Thrust Stand Definition

3.2.1.1 Design Flexibility - The thrust system design has a large degree of

flexibility for (1) interchanging load cells for different capacities,

(2) installing motors of various sizes, (3) easily removing and installing

motors and load cells, and (4) easily calibrating the syste" (see Figure 10).

Various combinations of load cells can be installed between the thrust

adapter plates and thrust abutments to accommodate motors of different sizes

and capacities (see Figure 10). Load cells are doweled and bolted into

place; all locating holes are precisely jig bored in both thrust adapter

plates and thrust abutments so that load cells can be interchanged without

positioning or alignment. Thrust adapter plate locations are related to

tLhru-Nt abutments aid are positioned with tooling bars jig bored at the same

time.

The thrust system Is designed in three sections allowing comlete removal

of one or two sections to accommodate motors of various lengths. All joints

are bolted and locked using dowel pins so that alignment is maintained and

realignment will not be necessary duraing subsequent installationa. Motors can

be removed without usetting the alignment; however, center lines and dowel

pins are located en the structure so that periodic alignment checks can be made

usiag a surveyor"s transit, scales, and levels.

Hotors of various diameters can be Installed using appropriate cradles

whtich in turn cvai be bolted to the thrust bed. These cradles will be

Cazufactured to match and acconmodate the selected motor configuration.
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3.2.1.2 Accuracy -The design goal accuracy of the thrust system is 0.10% of

full-scale for each nf the three ranges with a three-sigma confidence level

based on in-place calibration. This accuracy is possible because of the folded

flexures used; these cancel the inverted pendulum effects and inteioaction quantities

that result from changes in tie length of the thrust system due to temperature

changes. The folded flexures also reduce the redundancy of the thrust measuring

system by a factcr of 2.0. The thrust system has been designed around the

simple technique of supporting the thrust bed and motor on folded flexures.

The system has 1 degree of freedom and 5 degrees of fixity. The motor can

be installed so that the head end of the motor can face directly against the

thrust adapter plate or a special adapter to interface oetween the motor and

the plate as required by the user. This allows the motor to be installed

and aligned without affecting tihe accuracy of the thrust measuring system

since motor installation is virtually independent of the measuring system.

Migalignment of the motor by an angle of 1 introduces an error of less than

0.015Z of thrust.

Ultra-precision load cells are furnished for measuring thrust. These load

cells were developed in thle last four or five years at Ormond, Inc., and are

now used in sophisticated weighing systems, some of which have been checked by

deadweight to one part in 30,000. These load cells have superb linearity,

repeatability, and hysteresis characteristics.

An in-place calibration system with a beaw talaunce deadveight is provided

as shown, in Figure 10. The priw, limitation of this c lihration systet i, its

callbratiot. Sore system-5 installed ty Ormond, Inc., have bect checked Vith

deadvc-ghts to tolerancei i-ttr th•w 0.0021 of load, including repeatability,

hysteresis, and linearity, using a dcad wei.ht co:4vensation technique. To
Scalibrate this d uadteight calibrator, lo.d cells mst be "ed since the calibration

force is applied horizontally instead of vertically.

A load c•ll calibration syste- (including load cells for each of the full-

scale ranges) is usred which is call.1rated by dcadweights traceable to NOLS.

Using this technique a transfer of calibration constants should have an accuracy
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of 0.03Z full-scale or better. Error terms include repeatability, linearIty,

hysteresis, and non-return to zero.

3.2.1.3 Calibration - A deadweight calibrator is furnished with the system.

This calibration system includes the cancellation technique outlined in Ormond's

patent No. 3,49,947. This technique eliminates the interaction terms that result

from the redundancy associated with attaching the calibrator to a fixed

structure,

The thrust stand includes a deadweight calibrator with a range accuracy
of ±0.032 which is used to calibrate the thrust measuring system.

The calibrator, which can be operated manually or from a programed com-

puter, is a multiple beam arrangement whereby the weights are raised and lowered

using flexure bellows. The control panel is mounted in the block house. The

solenoid for actuating the bellows is mounted on the calibrator and is potted

to obtain an hermetic seal. All lines are run in conduit without plugs. Lead

connections are made on a barrier strip mounted on the calibrator.

The weights are 4n ainary coded decimals which allow the selection of

Increments from 1,000 to 150,000 lb. The weights are certified to class C

tolerances approximately 0.0062 of weight. The Bureau does not certify weights

of this type to 0.0011, but this accuracy is not required.

The c•.ibration factor is established by calibrated load cells mounted

in the pull roid. Three load cell ranges are furnished and delivered along with

the calibration instrunt. This equipment can be used to verify the beam

balance calibrator at any future date. Flexures are used on both ends of

the load cell to order to eliminate bending mments. Th& thrust stand can be

calibrated In 15 equal steps up and down In less time tua la 1in/step.

3'



Limit stops are mounted on the bean; these prevent the calibrator from

applying additional loads as long as the stop is engaged4. This safety

feature prevents inadvertent application of loads in excess of that selected

by the operator. It does not prevent the calibrator from running in the

opposite direction to tuload the system.

The calibration system has the minimum following specified accuracies

(at a one-sigma confidence level):

A. Linearity - -0.03% of applied load from 50,000 to 150,000 lb

B. Hysteresis - ±0.006 of applied load

C. Repeatability - ±0.0062 oi applied load

D. Accuracy - (including combined effects of linearity, hysteresis,,

and repeatability errors) within 0.08Z of applied load or 0.03% or

range, whichever is greater, where the ranges are 50,000, 100,000,

and 150,000 lb. The primary limitation of the calibrator's accuracy

is the difficulty of calibrating the system load cells to a higher

level.

The calibrator is designed to prevent load cell and thrust stand over-

loading by including a digital selector switch on the panel. The electrical

circuitry prevents the applicatIon of any load in exces-s of that selected and

dialed into the system by the operator. The calibrator iL onunted on support

structures completely indepeadent of the thrust -asuring system.

The control circuit for the calibrator is equipped with 14-gic so that It

can be interfaced vith Hiewlett-Packard's 2100 mini-coqputer. Tht interface is

TV. coapatible. All power supplies and other control elements are furnished

vith the calibrator. Switch closures on ;he calibrator indicate uaen a wvipht

has been applied and the be•a Is balanced. Under these conditions the cali-

brator load ca- be recorded. Through proper programing the complete

systea can be calibrated automatically by tsing the computer and the bea=

balance calibrator.
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3.2.1.4 Alignument - The thrust system is manufactured using Jig boring

techniques to establish dowel pin and tooling bar locations; this will provide

precise alignment of all components.

Ctent.v liti, dowe.l pin holvý are jig hor'rd at the same tine and can be

used to align thr svstem after final aSsemblv using transits, levels, and

"scales. In a ingle-ronponent rhrutr Stand of this type, alignment is not

Crit•Ita-l ,.,tc sLU t: u4 tl u ,i :a,_1 - A it,ua-tiL rtt the motor Is 0.0015, of

thrusit.

The load cells are rranufactured as ball-ball types which do not have

flexures on the end. Therefore, the ends of the load cell can be drilled and

tapped on the centerline so tVut installations can be made withour precise

alignment being required.

3.2.2 Trade Sttult otf Lost versus ,ncasurefcunt Accuracv

Ttil. thrust stand svstbe is -. tate-of-the-art in thrust measuring

-tnjuipvwnt that has been instailled and used for several years. If the evaluation

-A .,cur<acy xz base-d on in-place calibration, allowing "0.1% of full-scale load

tof OwL tti•'cn .t.tttd, i~wre i.. it,,. di i £rttncc in cost betwcen a thru-,t stand

hltvtin this iteetrracy an1d otn.' having 0,25ZI. ll-scalte at the three-sig= level.

rte above vatlucs are hast-- 441 in-place cAl ibration and do aot include the 0.031

alio-c!d for the -alibrator. Since this. equipment is .standard and A bea balance

dv.tdi;awIi$ht CalIII' irtnor is' trji l redA for calI ibrat ion, the- cost of a 0. I1t sy'stem

- t)Uld be t4o %zAtw vs the crLlot f 'o.r s Y.~e. The only diffcernce

t'!. 6" Csxr'g Ot"'' A;,%, rVC.U~rr-d z-' etb1 a tlitcesipjm co-E idetic' ltvel for

.1 a. U V.IsytCr: tit-An lot tiw r O c-onidelnce level -it 0.251 of full-,caie. Tests

* covt10, iw rtzn Ait ;i t-ot I ~5!t 519.0 tht .lj tia poin-ttt .. tin. th~e rliPratnr

pt.'Yztd.'d vtdt! Uri- Do Ittrtt%) ita aat% wnild No required to establish

.j three- sijta conidence levl at 4'. reliability factor.
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4.0 BASELINE SYSTEhM DESCRIPTION

The baseline BATES system consists of motor assemhly, thrust stand,

processing and handling equipmetnt, ;ud Jhpilng containers for totor segments

and nozzles. The te- t"I.otor was designed to acconanodate a wide range of pro-

pellants and simulate coudiustion chiamber environments for a large variety of

ballistic and large solid motors (see Section 3.0, trade study).

By using various combinations of segments with bO- and 30-in.-lo.zg propel-

lant grains up to a maximum of Ejurve 60-in. grains, the motor will operate with

propellants having burning rates from 0.3 to 1.0 in./sec. The motor case is

designed to operate at pressures to 2,200 psia with a design safety factor of

1.5 on yield.

Motor flexibility is achieved by uhing the segmented cast: approach. This

permits great variation in propellatit surface area (and thrust) without result-

ing in a large free chamber volume at low flow rate coniltions. (The latter

cottdition represents an unrealistically large L* which greatly affects C! .aer

heat los~. and ignititm xnd tailof impulse.) The maximum total combined Veight

of •h• three 60-in. prop-llant grain segments is 3,000 lt; maximum design thrus•t

is 150,000 lb. toeight of the14 Maximum :si". loaded mtor assv.bly Vith conven-

tional nozzle is les.s thun 20,000 1b (see Table b); this •eight it belov the

axi=imt speciiied in thefx (2:k,Cko lh).

1he wtor grain d-icsn u.se.-s douvtl cnod-!urnig. uter-perforated graitn

"vith a cylindrical t-hr•'. ikz.,iln i.-ti-dt- ,ad v.xtitig eav vere pri•a•ry

Sti~~dtsig conl• derat .uiat..

Tecetor rw.~i .iI wt.i r ~ e~ad b~I- n' hi,.to ie*

The ..ais pre'sore vAriation ever the entire raunr" of operatinig c,(ndi t i1k

(iCpressure. .Lurnilnj raie. 'burn Iti,!.L. etc.1 avvcfagc, lcr than: ' Sý frcet the

tan press!ure over the entirt burn tir. In ýPcdltivo, fr a;my- point within

the rajge, the operatinR pressure d a. cet vary a,-r c. IQxn f|rtn the tM.L-

pressure. Coobined ipitiom and ta•i•ol trausients contribute lefr. than 54"

of the netor's tota! 4-TImI.e.!

--I- -i,--"-I- -+-.........z rN......



TABLE 6. WEIGHT SUMMARY OF THREE SEGMENT MOTOR
WITH MAXIMUM PROPELLANT WEIGHT

Component Weight, lb

Forward closure 2,490

Case 9,950 4

Case attachments 1 ,140

Aft closure 1,291

Nozzle (conventional) 400

Nozzle attach ring 40

Insulation and liner 170

Igniter 2

Propellant 30000

Total loaded motor 18,483

Handling tooling 750

Total weight 19,231

Maximum weight allowing
for design growth 20,000

The propellant grains are case bonded to the motor segments. This

approach simplifies the motor design and minimizes the cost of motor components

and processing since pressure grade carbon steel pipe is used for the case

segments. The segments are insulated at both ends in the area where the

wall is exposed to the combustion gases during propellant burnback.

Forward and aft closures are fully insulated to minimize heat loss and

the resultant loss in accuracy of data. The aft closure is designed so that

the submergence depth of the nozzle can be varied by using an adapter.

Two nozzle designs are provided at the nominal operating condition (8-in.

throat). The conventional-nonsubmerged design employs a converging sectionl

with a 450 half-angle and a diverging section with a 150 half-angle. The

submerged configuration has a diverging section with a 150 half-angle. The

submerged nozzle is designed for variable submergence., Both nozzle desigrn: tise
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graphite G-90 throats so that erosion effects on performance measurements are

minimized.

A burst disc is used as a relief device to prevent overpressurization of

the motor. The device will adequately vent the motor if the chamber pressure

exceeds 1.25 times the maximum expected operating pressure. The pressure relief

passages are radially oriented so that overpressurization will not cause sudden

large changes in motor axial thrust. The motor is designed with provisions for

measuring chamber pressure at two locations in the forward and aft closures.

Drawings of motor components have been prepared for the preliminary motor

design based on use of the UTC control propellant UTP-18,803; this propellant

has a burning rate of 0.43 lb/sec at 1,000 psia. These baseline designs are

shown in Figures 11 and 12. The motor, consisting of two full-length and one

25.6-in. length propellant grains, has a mass flow rate of 323 lb/sec at a

chamber pressure of 1,020 psi with the nominal 8-in.-diameter nozzle throat.

Propellant web thickness is 2.6 in., nominal burn tiiae is 6.2 sec. This two

and one-half segment notor design has a maximum pressure variation of less than

4% from the mean pressure over the entire burn t 4 -.. A summary of weights for

the baseline motor with conventional nozzle is gi\.n in Table 7.

Submerged and conventional nozzles were designed with a radius of curvature

of the nozzle throat equal to 1.6 times the throat radius. The waximum submer-

gence depth is 18 in. Motor case segments are joined with a pinned, double

shear H-clevis as described in Section 4.1.1. The pinned joint design is simi-

lar to that used with the AFRPL HIPPO and Super HIPPO test motors. The segments

have only male joints, thus substantially reducing manufacturing costs.

Motor ignition is achieved vith a pyrotechnic device inserted through the

nozzle and placed on the propellant cylindrical perforation. The igniter

propellant is packaged in a perforated phenolic cube. Igniter size is controlled

by motor size and propellant formulation. This inexpensive and reliable type

of igniter has been used suzcessfully on numerous UTC/AFRPL test motors.
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TABLE 7. BASELINE MOTOR WEIGiT SUMMARY

Component Weight, lb

Forward closure 2,490

Case 8,570

Ccsa attachments 1,140

Aft closure 1,291

Nozzle (conventional) 4G0

Nozzle attach ring 40

Insulation and liner 168

Igniter 2

Propellant L.KZ

Total loaded motor 16,068

Handling tooling

Total weight 16,818

Maximum weight all,7wing
for design growth 17,660

Motor processing equipment dedigns incluJe casting mandrels for the cen-

trally perforated double end-burning grain design, casting base plate, casting
spider, and casting bell. Fixtures and shipping :-ad storage pallets were

designed for handling the loaded and unloaded motor segments. The loaded
segments will be shipped and stored in approved shipping containers.

Conceptual designs were prepared for motor component handling and assembly
equipment for use at the AFRPL test pad. This equipment is designed for verti-
cal assembly of the motor adjacent tU the Lhrust stand. Thle assembled hoto:-

will then be lo,'e;-ed horizontally with a rotating fixture mad an overhead 15-ton
crane. Deuign cmncepts have been generated for all equipment required for motor

handling and arsembly with the exception of the overhead crane which is already

on the test pad.

Tile thrust stand is a single coionent, horizontal system capable of Mes-

url.ng axial thrust in ranges of 0 to 50,000 ib, 0 to 100,000 lb, and 0 to
150,000 lb. Thrust stand accuracy is within !0.152 over the full range. The

stand includes a deadweight calibrator for accurate calibration of axial thrust

wasuremnts.
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The test motor is supported by flexures and cradle supports mounted on the

thrust stand rails. To accommodate the various motor lengths, sections of the

thrust stand rails with associated flexures and cradles will be removable.

Accurate alignment upon assembly of these railings will be accomplished using

tooling bars and dowel pins. This removable feature eliminates the need for

thermal protection of the exposed rails. Protection may still be required for

the concrete pad and the metal rails embedded in the pad. During the final

design phase of the program a thermal analysis of the pad will be conducted to

define the ey.rent of necessary protection.

4.1 Motor D'si•

4.1.1 Case, Clczure, Double Clevis, and Hardware Design Requirements

The preliminary design meets all AFRPL requirements, incorporates the

results of performance optimi2Ation studies, and makes maximum use of UTC's

experience. The design requirements that most influence motor case component

design are shown in Table 8.

4.1.2 Design Description

4.1.2.1 Motor Case Assembly -The oaseline configuration consists of a forward

closure which contains the pressure relief subsystem, two full-length motor

case segments, one one-half length segment, an aft closure, a nozzle assembly,

and two double clevis rings (see fIgures 11 and 12).

The segment-to-segment and segment-to-closure attachments use the clevis

joint while a segmented key or bAlts (depending on configuration) are used to

attadi the nozzle assembly to the aft closure.

The clevis pins are retained with circumferential straps and the segmented

key is secured wtth standard high strength threaded fasteners. All joints use

conventional O-rings to maintain internal pressure during motor firing.

A preliminary stress analysis has been performed on all motor case com-

ponents to assure component structural capabilities and eliminate the need for

major redesign during design review and final design phases. All motor case
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TABLE 8. CRITICAL W)TOR CASE COMPONENT DESIGN REqUIREMENTS

Item Requirement

MEOP, psia 200 to 1,800*

Overpressurization Pressure relief system
(1.25 x MEOP)

Factor of safety 1.5 on yield
3.0 on ultimate

Proof pressuie, psia 1.3 x MEOP

Motor case inside diameter,
in. 28.0 nominal

Motor case propellant grain
lengths, in. 60 and 30

Total motor weight, lb 20,000

* Based on trade studies discussed in Section 3.1.3 of this report, the
recommended chamber pressure range for the Super RATES motor is 200 to
2,200 psia. Therefore, an MEOP of 2,200 psia has bsien used as a design
requirement.

components will be hydrotested to a proof pressure of 1.3 times HEOP (2,860 psia)

to demonstrate structural integrity. This pressure is well below the pressure

required to cause permanent deformation of case components. Corrosion and

environmental protection of all components will be provided by an acrylic

coating system.

All components will be identified with the following:

A. Serial number

B. Pressure rating
C. Weight

r ED. Factor of safety (minimum)

E. Date of manufacture.

4.1.2.2 Motor Case - The basic motor case segment is 70.54 in. long with a 28*in.

inside diameter and a 1.75-in. minim-um wall thickness. The case is fabricated
from high pressure steel pipe per ASTH 15 class 1. Te length and di-neter of

the case were selected based on performance optinization studies presented in

Section 3.0. The case wall is sized for an HEOP of 2,200 psia with the requ-red
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factor of safety of 1.5 on yield stress. The ASTM specification governing the

high pressure pipe requires a normalizing procedure after welding; therefore,

no efficiency loss is encountered in the weld joint.

The case ends are machined to close tolerance on the inside diameter to

provide the required sealing surface to mate with the O-ring seal(s) located

"* in the double clevis ring(s) and closures. The case is pinned to both closurer

and clevis rings using 32 clevis pins at each interface. The case material

and fabrication process were selected to minimize cost and I:o provide high

reliability for extended use.

4.1.2.3 Closures - Flat plate closures were selected for the motor to minimize

fabrication costs and simplify the closure-insulation interface. Although more

raw material is required, flat plate closures are less expensive than dished

heads welded to joint-area forgings. By avoiding curved interfaces with insula-

tion, cost of fabricating the insulators is greatly reduced. If closure insula-

tion contours typical of flight motors are required, the insulation may be

machined to contour without a contoured structural shell. Two closures (one

forward and one aft) will be provided to meet all program requirements for the

various nozzle configuraionts; submerged and nonsubmerged nozzles are to be

accommodated with nozzle throat diameters up to 12 in. The 11-in. plate thickness

is needed for the forward closure to withstand bending stresses from internal

pressure and to accommodate the pressure relief system described in Section 4.1.9.

The resulting forward closure weight is 2,490 lb. The aft closure is 8-in.

thick and weighs 1,291 lb. The closure material is ASTM A266 steel, at an

ultimate tensi1e strength of 60 ksi and a yield strength of 30 ksi. Two pres-

sure taps are provid4-d in each closure.

All closunis includc clevis Joint features for attachznt to the segtnt

cylinder; these are identical in design philosophy to that successfully demon-

strated on the lllilo cotor. Since the uotor closure% are hea.-YWeight and

extrevely rigid, no problem exists in withstanding the thrust vector loadings

of nozzles during the startup transient when the nozzle is usually tmsymetricalxy

separated.
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A stress analysis was conducted on the forward and aft closures to ensure

that yield stresses are not exceeded under loading with a factor of safety of

"1.5. The possible loading includes internal pressurization with an MEOP of

2,200 psia and motor restraint due to contact between a thrust plate and the

forward closure.

4.1.2.4 Double Clevis Ring - A clevis type pin joint was selected to connect

the closures to the motor case and the segments to each other. This configu-

ration has been used on the HIPPO test motor and is a highly reliable, easily

assembled, simple configuration. The clevis pin joint contributes to low case

fabrication cost since a simple cylindrical configuration can be used.

The double clevis rings are fabricated from ASTh A266 steel forgings with

60-ksi ultimate tensile strength and 30-ksi yield. The ring incorporates

0 -ring glands which interface with the inside diameter of the motor case to

provide the required seal for internal operating pressure. Thirty-two pins

are used at each segment/ring interface. The pins are 1.25 in. in diameter

and are fabricated from 4340 steel heat treated to 180-ksi ultimate tensile

strength. The pins are retained by a circumferential strap around each pin

joint.

4.1.2.5 Nozzle Attachment Jointsi - Tvo basic attachment joint designs provide

the desired variability in motor-no.zle configuitions while using only one

aft closuzc configuration. These are the standard bolted flan$e type- joint

ad a segmented ring (or segoented key) type joint. -rC-dcstgned seggnced

ring Joints have de-m.otrated rwliable perforiance and ease of ass ibly In

16-. 12-, and 45-in.-diazeter Etst =otors. For aemly, four ring s-gments

are engaged in a circunferrntial slot eother in the nozzle outside dlaawter

or adaptor Inside diameter depending upcn the desired motor no::kg configura-

tion. Solts hold the ring segments in place before cotor pressurization. ndher

pressure. nozzle ejection forces are resisted by the shear strength ot the ring

segments.



Examples of the attachment methods for various nozzle configurations that

can be tested with this design are shown in Figures 13 through 17. Using a

single aft closure and one adapter, submerged nozzles with throat diameters

ranging from 4 to 10 in. can be tested at degrees of submergence of 3, 6, 10,

14, and 18 in. With a second adapter, conventional nozzles with a 43' entrance

angle and 4 to 10 in. throat diameters can be tested with the same aft closurc.

A conventional nozzle with a 12-in. throat diameter can be attached to the

closure with a bolted flange type joint. If testing of 12-in.-diameter sub-

merged noz-les is desired, a separate aft closure design would be required; the

aft closure will probably be an integral part of the nozzle flange.

The adapter configurations are shown in Figures 18 and 19. These configu-

rations are designed to function under a motor NEOP of 2,200 psia with a safety

factor of 3 based upon a minimum ultimate tensile strength of 125,000 psi.

4.1.2.6 Joint Seals - Because of their many advantages, 0-rings are used

almost exclusively in solid rocket motors for pressure integrity. Conventional

elastomeric 0-ring seals were selected because they reliably seal joints with

relatively loose tolerances. Reliability of 0-ring seals has beeu demonstrated

on the HIPPO motor at pressure levels over 3,000 psia using both Viton and

Buris-N 0-rings. Design parameters including tolerance control, surface finish,

iad material property requirements for 0-rings have been well established hy

past experience. A test program will be conducted to verify seal integrity

and provide additional data on allowable sealing surface tolerances. If

required, seal wedge rings to prevent O-ring extension can be Incorporated

with minimae design cha&c at a later time.

4.1.2.7 Structural .ealy-sis - Although the Siper BATES motor dt-ign (UTM

asseubly d~mwlng C-11242) is considered to be a preliminary design. structural

vailysia has beto par~ormd on all major notor cocipments mnd they have betn

structurally approved for vuufacturing and test operations. The zajir coago-

wnts 4*ich have beem analy2ed in detal1 are

A. Segent caes

B. H-clevis joint

C. Fotward closure
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NOTtS:

1. UNLISS OTHERWISE SM 'I)F : EJOVE ALL BMRS, BREA ALI. SHARP ED)GES .0050-.030. m
FILIA? RADII TO BE .030 RiD. MAX.

A IDENTIFY BY STEEL STAMPING PART NUMBER USING ; INCH HIGH CHARACTERS LOCATED
c APPROXIMATELY AS SHOWN.

3. ACCDTABLE ALTERNATE IS 4340 STEEL PER MIL-S-5000 FABRICATED AS A WELDMENT WITH
LOC&TION ANiD TYPE OF WELDS 10 BE APPROVED BY UTC. WELDS SHALL BE RADIOORAP, ICALLY
INSPECTED PER MIL-STD-453. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA SHALL BE PER NAS 1514, CLASS III.
NO CRACKS O1 CRACKLIKE DEFECTS ARE ALLOWED.

7 4. HIAT TREAT PER MIL-H-6875 TO 125,000 PSI MINIMUM UL'IMATE TENSILE STRENGTH.

5. WET CONTINUOUS MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECT ALL SURFACES PER MIL-1-6868. CONCENTRATION
AID VISCOSITY OF SUSPENSION SHALL -BE IThIN THE LIMITS OF PARAGRAPH 5.1.2. HETHOD
OF KACNETIZATION TO RE AC TO TWO DIRECTIONS. USE FLUORESCENT PARTICLES. NO CRACKS

22.. ~ALLOWED.
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NOTWS
F

1. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: RE)VE ALL BURRS, BREAK ALL SHARP EGES .005 -. 030. ALL
FILLET RADII.TO BE .030 RAD. MAX.

2. IDEd4TIFY BY STEEL STAMPPAG PART NUMBER USING k INCH HIGH CHARACTERS LOCATE1,
APPROXIMATELY AS SHOWt .

3. ACCEPTABLE AUS ATZ IS 4340 STEEL PER MIL-S-5000 FABRICATED AS A WELDWENT WITH
LOC4TIUN AND TYPE OF WILDS TO BE APPROVED BY UTC. WELDS SHALL BE RADIOGRAPHICALLY
INSPECTED Put MIL-STD-453. ACCEFTANCE CRITERIA SHALL BE PER NAS 1514, CLASS III.
NO CRACKS OR CaACKLIKI DEFECTS ARE ALLOWED.

4. HEAT -aEAT PER MIL-H-6875 TO 125,000 PSI MINU4DU ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH.

W. VET CONTWIUOUS NAITIC PARTICLE INSPECT ALL SW*.S PER MIL-1-6868. CONCNITRATION
AND VISCO6ITY OF SUSPENSION SHALL BE WITHIN THE LIKITS OF ZA.AGRAPH 5.1.2. METHOD
OF MAGNETIZATION TO BE AC TO TWO DIRECTIONS. USX nLUORESCE4T PARTICLES. 1N0 CRACKS

o ~ALU0ME.
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Figure 19. Adapter, Conventional
Nozzle
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D. Aft closure

E. Case bonded propellant grain

F. Nozzle.

A thermal stress analysis of the nozzle insert has yet to be performed for

temperature gradients induced immediately after ignition. Previous experience

with similar crystalline graphite rings (on contract No. F04611-70-C-009) has

shown that these thermal stresses will not be a limiting factor where there is

stiff structural support for the ring such as the steel shell used for this

design.

Further structural analysis will be done on the burst disc assembly and

on thermal stresses in the crystalline graphite throat inserts mentioned above.

Methods of analysis included:

A. Case, closures, H-clevis - A standard finite element analysis for

axisymmetric isotropic bodies was used because of the need to calcu-

late displacements. Displacements are used to calculate seal margins

of safety, and to analyze clevis joints. A finite element analysis

is performed for each of the joint components for two arbitrarily

selected distributions of the axial load on the female lugs. The
finite methods used and the deformed outlines calculated are shown

in Figures 20 through 27.

The first distribution assumes that both female lugs in a clevis joint

carry equal loads; the second assumes that the inside lug carries 60%

of the axial load and the outer lug 40%. By using the influence

coefficients obtained from these solutions, the correct load distri-

bution and the correct displacements at the clevis joint seals are

obtained.

Pin shear bearing and tear-out margins were determined by hand

calculations.
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B. Nozzle - Structurally analyzed primarily for ejection loads since no

thermal stress problems are anticipated In the insulation due to the

heav~veight steel shell.

C. Propellant grain - Analyzed by hand calculations.* Because of the

very low case/bore diameter ratio and moderate storage conditions,

grain margins of safety are high.

All components analyzed have positive margins of safety after xequired

factors of safety have been applied. A safety factor of 3 is applied to loads

to determine the ultimate load which the hardware is required to carry; a

safety factor of 1.5 is applied to give the loads at which there should be no

yield in the metal structures.

A comprehensive list of margins of safety vill be pwith the final

design configuration.

The deformation of all clevis joint lugs is determined to be sufficiently

small so there will be no leakage past properly installed 0-rings.

4.1.3 Case. Closure. and Clevis Ring

4.1.3.1 Matecralq d nProperties - The Super RATES motor case is- coamaed of

chree case segents, forward and aft clo,ures, and --levis rings. High strength

steel forlngs pev ASTN-A-266 zre uwed for the clouures and clevi. joint.

The material for the sespents i% ASTH-A-515. ASTh-A-516 or 4quivalent, capable

of being heat treated to a minim oltimate ten.kle strength of 60,000 psI and

Sainiozu 0.ZX offset yield %tren~th of 30.,000 psi. This maerial iAs fabricated

into either e .r'.ed or fusion-vvIded piper per ASTH-A-I55 clasw 1.

Th&se ASTM Arades vere selected ct the b"is of availM,/, tY. c•t. relha-

bility, and related exp-ricace with simlar aplica-tions aad contiratc•..

Thne primary material for the sotor case is ASTW-A-516 Crgad 60 with =n lternate

* Mufferd. W. L., and I. t. Fitzgerald. CA-VAF Solid -ropellwnt Structural
Inteirity Hdbook. CPIA Publication 230, SiptetWr 1972.
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material of ASTM-A-515 grade 60. Both of these raterials are intended for

pressure vessel applications, however the ASTM-A-516 meets the fine grain

requiretnts, is more amenable to fabrication (i.e., rolling, welding, machin-

ing, etc.), and has been fabricated into pressure vessels by MTC for its heavy-

weight 45-in. motor program (test motor for C4). Chemical end mechanical

properties for these alloys are shown in Table 9.

The material for the forward =nd aft closures and clevLz rings is a car-

bon steel forging conforming to ASTM-A-266 class 1. This material has been

used extensively for heads and covers in thickn:,_ses proposed for the design. i
Chemical and mechanical properties are shown in Table 10.

4.1.3.2 Fabrication and Haterial Testing - The Super BATES motor ca.,e is

fabricated either as an extruded pipe or as an electric fusion welded steel pipe

per ASTM-A-155 class 1. The roll and ,;eld method is the primary method. Thi.;

process has been selected because of the high quality requirerents of this;

specification and related experience of similar configuratioas. The selected

plate material, ASTH-A-516, is rel.ed wnd fusion welded per ASVX code VIII

fqualified per Section IX. aad stress relieved per Sectio• VIII, paragraph OW-40).

St" ;Ided cylinder is heat treat-ad (nornalixed and tempered) and radio-

graphically ins ected per ASI• code, Stctioo VIII, paragraph WV-51. The veadlod

pipe ýs aachinW on the entiri inside diacwter surf4ace and on the ends

for the choanical joits•. The re-=aii t outzr s" ace is as-fahricted

Providod Veld mlsMA-tch te, tdthln thztz -4110:4ted 'by the design. 11e to 4ur ceg

.15 100t M4JIntic Par ticliC .44pectc ad thiw -'r. is __

graphicAlly inspected tuaore and 'Ift'r Myrts.Te at~ceptwe%4s c!.:

CIeaned And coated With A suitathloe jroectivi 4ye t~u for otorago.

The 'for-oArd *-nd a'ý closurer; 4yk oiihined fro -_ zmrzlz; adtm~

s-te.l jacr As-A-26 M. er al. fces are Wt -

MIt artcl ipotcted por HILThe deviT!W ring I;% a,'-+0 f

nchdli iron, a pierqetd bla-nk or ring r-1icid forging 4ad testee in like mant-er.
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TABLE 9. PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS, GRADE 60

ASTM-A-515 ASTM-A-516

Chemistry, %

C, maximum 0.29 0.25

Mn, maximum 0.90 1.20

P, maximum 0.35 0.035

S, m'aximvm 0.C('40 0.040

Si 0.15/0.30 0.15/0.30

Mechanical Properties

Ultimate tensile
strength, ksi 60/72 60/72

Yield strength,
minimum, ksi 32 32

Elongation (2 in.),
minimum, % 25 25

Grain size, per
ASTM-E-112 1-5 5 or finer

TABLE 10. CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS, CLOSURES, AND CLEVIz RING

ASTM-A-266

Chemistry, % 0.35

C, maximum 0.35

Mn 0.40/0.90

P, maximum 0.040

S, maximum 0.040

Si 0.15/0.35

MeLhanical Properties

Ultimate tensile strength, ksi 60 minimum

Yield strength, ksi 30 minimum

Elongation (2 in.), minimum, % 23

R/A, minimum, % 38

b8
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4.1.4 Nozzle Design

4.1.4.1 Design Requirements - The following requirements were established for

the nozzle designs:

A. Two nozzle configurations are required: a submerged nozzle that

allows for 3, 6, 10, 14, and 18 in. submergence; and a conventional

nozzle with a 450 inlet angle. Both have a throat diameter of 8 'in.

B. The expansion ratio for both nozzle designs is optimum for sea level

conditions with the exit cone half-angle equal to 150.

C. The nozzle structural housings are designed to a motor MEOP of

2,200 psi. The ablative and insulative components are designed for

operation using the control propellant at chamber conditions of

1,000 psi for 6.2 sec.

D. The inlet radius of curvature on both nozzles is 1.5 to 2.0 times the

throat radius.

AA
4.1.4.2 Design Description - The two nozzle configurations are shown in

Figures 28 and 29 (UTC drawings C11357 and C11360).

The nozzles are designed with heavyweight, low-cost steel shells with a

safety factor of 3.0 on MEOP (2,200 psia) based on a minimum ultimate tensile
str~ength of 125,000 psi. The shells provide structural support for all the

nonmetallic components. The submerged nozzle shell attaches to an adapter that

also attaches to the aft closure with a segmented r taining ring joint. The

conventional nozzle shell mounts to an adapter with a segmented retaining ring
joint; the adapter attaches to the aft closure with a bolted joint.

The submerged nozzle is shown at the maximum degree (18 in.) of submergence

in Figure 14. A reduced degree of submergence is achieved by installing the

adapter between the nozzle and aft closure as shown in Figure 15.

In keeping with current design practices, the entrance contour of the

submerged nozzle is defined by circular arcs approximating a 3 to 2 ellipse

with the nose tip stagnation point at an area ratio of 3 to 1 and the throat
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inlet radius equal to 1.6 times the throat radius. This inlet contour is

the same as that tested on the 7-in.-diameter submerged nozzles (contract

No. F04611-70-C-0009). The exit cone has a half-angle of 150 and an overall

expansion ratio of 10.3 to 1.

The contour of the conventional nozz-le is identical to that of the submerged

nozzle except for the 450 entrance angle. The same ablative and insulative

materials are used in both nozzles. Silica-asbestos filled NBR insulation is

used to protect the backside of the submerged nozzle housing and to protect the

aft closure when the conventional nozzle is used.

Elastomeric modified carbon-phenolic (MXCE 280) is used for the nozzle

entrance material up to an area ratio of 1.5. This material has performed well

in many similar applications. The throat insert package extends from a subsonic

area ratio of 1.5 to a supersonic area ratio of 1.3 and consists of a Graph-i-

tite G-90 throat insert contained in a silica phenolic sleeve which provides

therr I protection for the steel housings.

A carbon phenolic ring with tape plies oriented at 900 to the nozzle

centerline is located just aft of the throat insert and transmits throat ejec-

tion loads to the steel housing. This is a well proven method of throat reten-

tion; the good ablation resistance of the material provides for a smooth

transition to the exit cone.

The exit cone has plies tapewrapped parallel to the centerline. Carbon-

phenolic is used from an area ratio of 1.5 to 3.5 and silica-phenolic is used

from an area ratio of 3.5 to the exit plane. This is a standard exit cone

configuration: the materials are used in regions where their ablation resistance

is adequate to minimize contour changes that could adversely affect de4livered

motor performances. To provide structural redundancy the exit cone liner is

pinned to the steel shell and bonded in place.

4.1.4.3 Nozzle Fabrication - Fabrication of the ablative material is the

same for both nozzles. Tapewrapped and laminated parts are debulked and
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cured in a hydroclave at 950 psi (minimum) and 3000 F, and machined to final

dimensions. All molded parts are molded in a press at 2,000 psi and 300°F,

and machined to final dimension. Each part is alcohol wiped and dimension-

ally inspected prior to assembly to assure its structural integrity. The Graph-

i-tite G-90 is cored and reimpregnated to obtain a density of 1.90 or

greater. The graphite billets will be X-rayed and alcohol wiped. After accept-

ance, the components are final machined and again subjected to NDT before

assembly. All the ablatives are assembled and bonded with an epoxy adhesive.

As previously mentioned, exit cone pins are included to retain the ablative

liner should an inadequate adhesive bond exist.

The steel shells are fabricated from ASTM-A-266 steel, which possesses

good properties, has good machinability, and is readily available. The shell

is a heavyweight design which reduces the cost and provides easy fabrication.

A weldment or alternate material may be used at the vendor's option and with

UTC approval.

The rubber insulation used on the submerged nozzle is fabricated by

laying up unvulcanized sheets of rubber to the required thickness, vacuum

bagging the layup, and autoclave curing (vulcanizing) the part at 200 psi

(minimum) and 300°F. Curing the material in place on the nozzle shell (vul-

canized bond) or curing it separately and bonding it in place with epoxy

adhesive are allowable options.

4.1.4.4 Nozzle Thermal Analysis - A preliminary thermal analysis was conducted

on the throat of the submerged nozzle configuration using four materials that

were selected for study as potential throat candidates. These candidates were

Graph-i-tite G-90, ATJ graphite, edge-oriented pyrolytic graphite (high thermal

conductivity direction normal to nozzle centerline), and MX-4926 carbon phenolic.

Table 11 lists ablation results for throat heat transfer conditions and includes

the maximum and average ablation rates. The analysis was conducted using the

thermodynamic and thermochemical properties of UTP-18,803 (a 21% aluminum HTPB

propellant) at 1,000 psia for 6.2 sec. The maximum ablation rates occurred at

* ,6.2 sec because of the constant pressure trace assumed and the transient nature
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TABLE 11. RESULTS OF THROAT ABLATION STUDIES

Ablated Maximum Average
Throat Depth, Ablation Rate, * Ablation Rate,t

Material in. mils/sec mils/sec

G-90 0.067 15.0 11.55

ATJ 0.079 16.9 13.62

PG-edge oriented 0.0105 4.7 1.81

MX-4926 0.135 26.3 23.28

* Ablation rate at the end of firing, 5.8 sec

t Ablation rate determined by dividing ablated depth by 5.8 sec

of the surface temperature responses of the various materials. For the short
firing duration, the surface temperature and thermal penetration is significantly

transient. Figure 30 shows the surface temperature of the G-90 throat plotted

as a function of time. Correspondingly, the ablation rate is also quite transi-

ent in nature (see Figure 31 for a plot of the G-90 throat ablation rate versus

time). The average ablation rate in, Table 11 is the total ablated depth divided

by the assumed firing time of 6.2 sec.

This analysis procedure included a boundary layer analysis to determine

throat heat transfer coefficients, a thermochemical analysis of the exhausL

gas and ablating wall interaction, and an in-depth heat conduction analysis

including surface thermochemical ablation. The boundary layer program is an

integral energy deficit computer program from UARL called UARI.ED. Tile boundary

layer is started at the nozzle stagnation point as a turbulent boundary layer,

assuming that Mach number can be described by one-dimensional gas dynamics up

to the throat. This program yields a heat transfer coefficient which It; sub-

sequently used in the kinetic controlled thermochemistry and heat conduction

analysis. The one-dimensional heat conduction analysis computer program, CMA0k

requires both heat transfer and thermochemical boundary conditions In order to

predict thermochemical ablation responses in the materials evaluated. The

User's Manual, "Aerotherm Charring Material Thermal Response and Ablation

Program,'' Version 3, AFRPL-TR-70-92, Vol. I, April, 1970.
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thermochemical boundary conditions are computed using either program GASKET( 2 )

for G-90, ATJ, or pyrolytic graphites, or program EST" 3 " for carbon phenolic

material. The elemental composition of the propellant exhaust gas and other

thermodynamic properties are required as input for these thermochemistry

programs. The output from each program is a map of nondimensional ablation

rates, enthalpies, and chemical generation terms used in program CMA for the

surface thermochemical energy balance. With this data, and with the heat trans-

fer results from program UARLED, the radiation boundary condition, and the

appropriate thermal properties (as a function of material temperature), program

CHA can be executed. It yields transient surface temperature, ablation, and

in-depth temperature response. In the case of carbon phenolic (MX-4926), the

CHA program also predicts char depth since that material decomposes in depth

as a function of heat transfer rate and time.

The programs described above and this general analytical approach will be

used on the entire nozzle during final design analysis to insure nozzle thermal

adequacy- In the throat region, two-dimensional heat conduction analysis may

be employed in support of the structural analysis.

4.1.5 Insulation

Tlhe insulation design, shown in Figures 11 and 12, provides complete ther-

mal protection for the motor case components so that structural integrity is

not degraded during test motor operation. Fully characterized materials and

state-of-the-art fabrication and assembly techniques assure a design of high

reliability and low cost. Specific features incorporated in the design are:

A- A de •.ntrated ablative/insulative material (silica- and asbestos-

loaded NUR) is used.

B. Most insulation components are designed for more than one test firing

(two reuqse).

C. Preckilded insulator% secondarily bonded to motor case componetts

are used for easy refurbishment.

V.ser's. Manual, ''Acrothere Graphite Surface Kinetics Cocputer Program.'"
AVTRPL-T•-72-23, Vol. 1. January, 1972

3 '.!er's Hnual, "Aerothern Equilibrium Surface Thermochemistry Couputer
Program." Version 3, AiRPL-TR-70-93, Vol. 1, April, 1973.
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4.1.5.1 Design Requirements - The following design requirements were considered

in arriving at the selected configuration:

A. Thermal protection must and will be provided for all motor case

components for the most severe anticipated motor operating conditions

(worst combination of chamber pressure and duration)

B. The insulation design must and will minimize heat loss and resultant

loss of data accuracy (minimize insulation surface areas,

C. Insulation, where possible, will be designed for two reuses; the

temperature rise at the case-to-insulation interface will not exceed

100'F during motor operation

D. A factor of safety of 1.25 will be applied to predicted ablation

E. Segment insulation design will be compatible with a case-bonded grain

F. Ease of installation and refurbishment will be a major design

consideration.

4.1.5.2 Design Description - All insulation components are fabricated from

silica- and asbestos-loaded NBR per UTC specification SE0096 except for the

pressure relief ports. This material has been selected for its demonstrated

ablative/thermal performance in numerous raotors at UTC. It is relatively low

in cost, compatible with propellant/liter systems to be tested in the motor,

and easily fabricated.

The insulation consists of seven major compo.ent-:

A. Aft closure insulator

B. Segment instulator (one Installed at each end of thhe sel-.n•)

C. Clevis ring Insulator

VI. Fon'ard closure insulator

F. Burst disc insulator

F. Press,%re relief port in-rulators in futrard closuure

G. Adapter in-.ulator.

The aft cltisure in.stilator is a flatr annular ring of in-iullt1on 1.-53 ini.

thick. This thickness will allo" the ivsulator to be ued three tipes Idye

reuses). Interface 1 'et.cvn the aft insulator and the selzrn 'ns nu*ator is a

stepped butt Joint filled "aith zInc chromate puaty to prevent the structural
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components from being exposed to chanmber exhaust gas. This type of joint con-

figuration has been used extensively at U1TC and where possible is used between

all insulation components for this motor.

Each segment is insulated at both ends with a tapered insulator which is

0.32 in. thick at full exposure locations and tapers to"0.05 in. at a point

alpproximately 0.5 in. beyond the point of web burnout. This insulation will

be replaced after each firing to ensure that propellant volume and surface area

are the same for each firing.

The insulator over the clevis ring (0.75 in. thick) is designed to be

reused twice. The insulation thickness at the ends of the ring (fore and aft

faces) is 1.03 in. (the same as the aft closure insulation); allowing for seg-

ment interchangeability, the interface with the segment is the same as that at

the aft closure.

insulation at the forward end of the motor consists of an outer annular

ring (1.03 in. thick) protecting the forward closure, a second inner, annular

ring (1.03 in. thick) insulating the burst disc retainer, and a cup-shaped insu-

lator (0.125 in. thick) for the burst disc itself. The outer and inner innula-

tors can be reused four times. The thickness of the forward closure insulator

is the same as the aft closure so that the segments are interchangeable. The

burst disc insulator is designed to be replaced each° time. The pressure relief

ports will be insulated with conmmercially available tubing of asbestos paper-

phenolic simply cut to length and inserted into the ports. Several commercial

materials such as Micarta tubing are available and will be selected for final

design.

The insulation is fabricated per UTC specification SE0089. All insu-

lators are premolded and cured using either a forming tool in an autoclave

or by the matched die-formied press-cure method. After cure, the insulators are

checked for proper cured hardness and inspected visually and dimensionally. The

port insulators are cut to length from stock diameter tubing. All insulators

are bonded to the motor case component with a silicone rubber adhesive., This

relatively low strength adhesive facilitates removal of the insulators when

they must be refurbished. If a higher strength bond is desired an epoxy

adhsive can be used.
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4.1.6 Propellant

4.1.6.1 Baseline Propellant - The baseline propellant for the Super BATES motor

is UTP-18,803. The composition is one of a family of UTC propellants containing

an R-45M/IPDI binder. The composition was selected on the basis of (1) no burn-

ing rate catalyst, (2) immediate availability, (3) good ballistic and hazard

properties, (4) high density, and (5) good processability. The propellant is

a high energy system with high solids loading which is believed to be typical

of future compositions and therefore ideal for use in the Super BATES. The

propellant was developed for ballistic motor applications and for the Super

HIPPO motor. This propellant has been characterized and released for production

in large quantities. The physical properties are currently being documented

and will be available in time for the Super BATES motor.

The basic composition consists of 10% R-45M binder, 21% aluminum, and

69% AP. Table 12 lists the complete composition and properties.

4.1.6.2 Liner Formulation - UTC has evaluated Thiokol liner, TL-H755A, developed

under USAF contract No. F04611-73-C-0069, and has found'it to be an excellent

selection for use with R-45M propellants. TL-H755A has been designated UTL-0040

and is used for the Super BATES motor. The composition of UTL-0040 is presented

in Table 13.

4.1.6.3 Grain Configuration - The grain for the Super BATES motor is a seg-

mented, internal burning, cylindrical configuration having a relatively small

web fraction and a pressure neutrality of approximately 4%. Two and one-half

segments are used with burning taking place in the center bore and on the ends

of each segment. A slight gain in neutrality may be accomplished by restricting

one face of a half segment; however, for this configuration it is not considered

necessary. Figure 32 shows a sketch of the grain along with the significant

dimensions. Table 14 lists the grain design parameters.

The design web of 2.6 in. was tentatively selected as the best compromise

between propellant weight and neutrality. As noted in Figure 33, if a slight

increase in neutrality is sacrificed (about 0.3%), the web thickness can decrease
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TABLE 12.. UTP-18,803 CONPOSITION

Ingredient Function Weight, %

R-45 Prepolymer 6.51
IPDI Curative 0.49
IDP Plasticizer 2,60
HX-752 Bonding agent 0.30

F- PR ECHG 3002 Antioxidant 0.10
Al$ 25pi Fuel 21.00
AP, 200p Oxidizer 48.30
AP, 81 Oxidizer 20.70

Properties

4 Ballistic
0

Isps (theoretical, standn-: .ac 264.3
c* (theoretical), ft/sec 5,172
Chamber temperature, OK 3,730
Chamber temperature, OF 6,260
Burning rate (1,000 psLa), in./sec 0,43
Pressure exponent, n 0.33

Physical

3
•;Density (70°F), g/m .843

, Density (70 0 F), lb/in. 3  0.0666

Hazard

Impact sensitivity, kg-cm 35
Autoignition temperature, OF

Ignition in 10 sec 670
Ignition in 30 sec 580

DOT classification pending

TABLE 13. UTL-0040 COMPOSITION

Ingredient Wt- %

R-45M 41.85

DDI 12.15

HX-868 6.00

Thermax 40.00
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'MAX. LENGTH FOR CONFIGURATION: NOMINAL = 25.6
NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

Figure 32. Super BATES Grain Configuration
05758

TABLE 14. GRAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS

Web thickness, in. 2.6

Web fraction* 0.228

b/a ratiot  1.23

Port/throat ratio 8.1

Initial Kn 225.7

Average Kn 225.5

Propellant weight, lb 1,996.5

Volumetric loading, % 34

Surface area neutrality++ 1.002

* Pressure neutrality 1.0377

* Ratio of web thickness to outer radius

I Ratio of outer radius to inner radius
! Ratio of maximum to average surface area
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to 2.2 in. and almost 300 lb of propellant per motor can be saved. A 3-in. web

will give the same neutrality as the 2.6-in. design, but a larger amount of

propellant (300 lb) is required to maintain the 320 lb/sec average flow rate.

The grain configuration is the result of a trade study where the para-

meters of pressure neutrality and half-segment length were determined for web

thicknesses in the range of 2 to 3 in. Figure 33 shows the results of the

study.

The actual grain length for the aft segment is 25.6 in. based on preliminary

burning rate data on UTP-18,803. The reported burning rate is based on 4-lb

motor firings from 5-gal batches. This value is expected to change slightly

(1) when production size batches are made, and (2) due to the effect of motor

size. The preliminary design length was set at a value slightly less than the

maximum possible to permit a grain length increase in the last segment if nec-

essary. The half length segment will provide greater flexibility with respect

to possible combinations of segments for future Super BATES configurations.

Figure 34 shows the required grain length versus burning rate for a web thick-

ness of 2.6 in. and the desired operating conditions. As noted, the entire

range of possible burning rates can be employed with some combination of segments

using the proposed configuration.

The tapered insulation at the ends of each segment improves the shape of

the pressure trace just prior to tailoff. Straight insulation pieces would

cause a sharp increase in chamber pressure when the propellant burns into the

region between the end pieces. Since this would affect both neutrality and

tailoff impulse, the insulation will be tapered to provide a smooth transition

into tailoff.

4.1.6.4 Internal Ballistics and Performance - Curves of pressure and thrust

versus time are shown in Figure 35. The single number ballistic parameters

are listed in Table 15. Because of the simple grain shape and large port to

throat ratio, ballistic predictions are straightforward; no anomalies due to

erosive burning or pressure drop are anticipated. UTC's single module ballistic
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TABLE 15. SEA LEVEL BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, 70°F

Web time, sec 6.02

Action time, sec 6.19

Average pressure, psia* 1,003

Total impulse, lb-sec* 492,023

Tailoff iy.dulse, lb-sec 5,273

Average thrust, lb* 79,197

Delivered specific impulse, sec* 246.69

Average mass flow rate, lb/sec* 322.5

Maximum pressure, psia 1,058

Maximum pressure/average pressuret 1.0377

Motor Parameters

Throat diameter, in. 8.0

Expansion ratio 10.3

Nozzle half-angle, 0 15

l'ropellant weight, lb 1,996.5

Nozzle erosion rate, mils/sec 11.5

* Over action time
SOver web time

pr'ogram ••ý, used for the pvr-formiace prediction. This program inputs grain

and insulation coordinates and automatically calculates the end-to-end ballis-

tic prediction including ignition rise and tailoff at blowdown. Time dependent

ftnictions such as throat erosion rate, igtniter flow rate, and nozzle efficiency

are also considered in t, calculation.

6aŽ, dyn,%mic analyses wer, conducted to determine the pressure and flow
Sfield in (1) the r.adial -lot between the burning propellant and the segment
-nsulator, and (2) the annulus between the propellant and a submerged nozzle

vhose outside diameter approaches the inside diameter of the burning propellant.

Figure 36 sho-,; the predicted pressure and Mach number in the radial slot

at ignition over a range of -,lot widths. The reported pressure drop is actually
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the pressure buildup which occurs at station 1 since the exit static pressure

(P 2 ) must adjust to the chamber pressure. As shown, no serious problem exists

with the pressure buildup until the slot width decreases to 0.03 in. or approxi-

mately 1/32 in.

The resules of the submerged nozzle analysis are shown in Figure 37.

Because of the larger burning surface area, the minimum annulus width must be

significantly larger than that of the radial slot to permit safe operation.

As shown, the pressure buildup becomes prohibitive when the annulus width

decreases to 0.2 in.

Both of the above analyses are for conditions at ignition, before the

propellant surface has receded. For a 0.03-in. radial slot, the high pressure

7 buildup will disappear after 0.2 sec of operation. For a 0.2-in. submerged

nozzle annulus, the pressure buildup will become negligible in approximately

0.5 sec.

4.1.6.5 Process Tooling - Criteria have been established and detailed designs

prepared for the tooling required to process the Super BATES motor. Figure 38

presents the assembly and details of the propellant casting tooling.

Process tooling is based on criteria obtained from past HIPPO, BATES,

Sand Super HIPPO programs and accepted industry practices. The tooling is

designed to produce the Super BATES motors efficiently, with the best repro-

ducibility obtainable, at any reasonably well-equipped propellant processing

facility.

The Super BATES process tooling consists of a mandrel, a base plate, a

mandrel centering device, a casting head, a propellant casting manifold, and

an insulation locating fixture. A pallet is provided for storage, processing,

and in-plant transportation. The design allows maximum interchangeability in

handling equipment between the processing plant and the testing area.
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The mandrels required to form the propellant perforation are made from

aluminum, machined to a close tolerance, and permanently coated with Teflon as

a release agent. Mandrels may be made in any shape and sfe required by a

specific motor design without alteration of the other tooling. The permanently

coated metal mandrels ensure the maximum reprodu.:ibility of close tolerance

grain,. Mandrels are centered on both ends (and iin proper relation to the

motor case) by fixed metal registers to ensure uniform thickness of the grain

web.

Casting base plates form one end of the propellant grain and provide

registers for locating the mandrel in relation to the motor case. These pla±tes

are made from aluminum, machined to a close tolerance, and Teflon coated.

The base plates will normally be fastened to a fork lift pallet for in-planrt

handling, but will be detachable if required.

The mandrel centering rods are close tolerance stainless steel rods and

sleeves used to position the upper end of mandrel and motor case during casting.

The casti.ng head covers the top end of the motor casE during casting. The

head is made from Teflon-coated aluminum with ports provided for the casting

and vacuum lines. View ports are provided to monitor the casting. The tooling

concept uses the case as a vacuum chamber, thus eliminating the need for a

separate casting bell.

Propellant is introduced into the Super BATES motor through a stainless

steel casting manifold which divides the incoming propellant into four separate

streams; this facilitates deaeration and distribution. When casting i.; corn-Ii• pleted, the motor is cured with the casting head removed. The mandrel

is extracted using a facility crane or hoist. The Teflon coating may be

solvent cleaned indefinitely without damage.

Segment insulation is positioned for bonding inside the Super BATES

by means of an insulation locating tool. This tool fixes the outer surface

of the insulation in relation to the end of tLe motor case. The insulation

locatiun fixture is made of Teflon-coated steel.
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Withi". the processing area, the Super BATES motor case is handled both

rrtically and horizontally using a strongback with web slings. The case is

hj' 4 1•de and stored on a shipping container pallet. Trunnions and a strongback

are usei to lift the motor to a vertical attitude. Trunni'on supports are used

when inverting the case. All handling will be identical to that described in

aection 4.1.10.

All materials used in tooling are selected to provide accuracy and

long productive life with minimum maintenance. All product-sensitive tooling

dimensions will be machined to a tolerance of ±0.005 in. or less. All fasteners

used will be AN or MS designation. Safety factors of at least 3 to I at yield

strength are provided. Commercially available parts are used wherever possible.

4.1.7 nie

A basic pyrotechnic, tube type igniter d for inLng all con-

figurations of the Super BTES motor, The design i1 basically the saxe as

that used on the HIPPO motor at AFRPL. The igniUel Li.e is vaiied for various

lengths of Super BATES by modifyina the igniter length and pellet charge weight.

The method of initiation is the same for all configuratlen!. A fnrward-nounted

pyrogen and a spark-initiated systen gas-gas (Oxygen/ethylene) were considered

but excluded priimarily due to considerations of cost, phyical size, and test

facility complexity.

4.1.7.1 Basic Design iescript~ons - The igniter 4or the nominal motor configu-

ration (Figure 39) c0ngist,% of a thin walled paperp-Phno1ic tu-'e c..tail-•-g A

total of 650 g of t(KIO3 pellets j4 the main ignition charge and 2 & of Ha-g-Tf

granules as thle pellet Ignition charge. The ignition sequence is started oil

the initiation of tuo U.S. Flare 207A squibe, one in each booster charge

s ub as s-emb Iy.

The peilets are heat sealed in static-free polyethylene bags. Before

sealing, each bag is purged withi dtiy nitrogen to drive out amy residual Mat%-

ture. This results in a iully weatlier-tight assembly and provides electro-

static protection cf the squibs and pellets.
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The U. S. Flare 207A squibs are shelf items and have a demonstrated I amp

no-fire capability. With a recommended 5 amp firing current applied, the func-

LI tioning timen is less than 2 msec. Two squibs are incorporated in the design

for redundancy and increased reliability. Electrical lead wires of sufficient

length for the firing circuit connection will be provided with each squib.

Either a series or a parallel circuit can be used.

The igniter tube housing is a comnercially available paper-phenolic tube

with a wall thickness of 0.045 in. The tube has a 3-in. outside diameter and

is 8.5 in. long. The tube is perforated to allow a portion of the pellet

exhaust products to discharge radially and impinge directly on the propellant

Qi'rface for increased heat transfer. The ends of the tube are sealed with a

durable glass tape to retain the bagged pellets and to provide additional

weather protection.

4.1.7.2 Igniter Sizing - The pellet charge weight was determined from an empiri-

cal equation developed by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oaks, Maryland.

This equation was used to size the HIPPO pyrotechnic igniter among others ýý.nd

is satisfactory for ignition pellet sizing. This equation appears as follows

and results in a calculated pellet weight of 650 g.

W.38 AB IcL F4_r ý5 10
AH I p-~4A 10

where W - pellet weight, g

AH - heat of reaction, cal/g

A =. exposed surface area, cm2

qc a ignition energy, cal/cm2

L - exposed grain length, cm

A = - port area, cm2

4.1.7.3 Predicted Ignition Transient - The predicted ignition transient for

the baseline configuration is shown in Figure 40, and was determined from well

characterized computer models at UTC. The time from zero to 75% of maximum

forward motor chamber pressure was calculated to be 180 msec at a nominal tem-

perature of 701F; this meets the requirement of 250 msec.
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4.1.8 Pressure Relief Syý-tem

The pressure relief system, located iii the forward closure, consists of

a standard off-the-shelf disc wssembly, a 4-in.-dianieter entrance port, and

three equally spaced radial exit passaigeuay .. ~In. in diameter (Figures II

and 12). The passageway system~ is sized for che 2,200 ME-OP case Waile bursit

disc assemblies will be selected for individual test requirements.

The single burst disc assembly is submerged in the internal aide of the

forward ciosure at the motor axial centL-rlne anJ' is hel~d in laeby a

removable ring assembly. The 4-in. -diameter port is located im~e-diately

ahead of the disc assembly. The internal radial passa,ýeway-s intersect theA

4-in. port to provide a radial exhaust path which eliminates large ch'Anges in.

motor axial thrust during venting of motor chaimber overp~re,"ure. All internal

passageways of the systtem ar~e ined with easily replaceable paT~er-pheoolic

tubing to provide thermal protection. A sing-le, ceotraliy located burst disc

assembly was aelected to eliminate the possibility of wn~ojual side force loads

wich could occur if a 3-disc system wera qsed; the dises did uot rupture

simultaneously.
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The burst disc is sized to rupture at 1.25 times MEoP. For the baseline

motor this pressure will be 1,250 psia. Insulation will be used on the upstream

side of the burst disc for thermal protection during test; however the burst

disc will be replaced after each test firing.

An analysis was cortucted to determine the response of the motor to

debonding of one complete sep,',ented grain. These results, shown in Figu're 41,f were used to size tLe burst disc and associ.ated portir.g. The analysis shows

S -that the pressure approaches the equilibrium pressure and never exceeds the

. cas- proof pressure.

The assumptios used in the analysis are:

A 1,800 psia canamber pressure

-B. 150,000 lb thrust at the above pressure

C. 8-in.-diaeter throat

D 4-1n,-diameter b',rst disc

E. 1hree segwents burtning with one segment completely debonded

S• F, Burst dlsc rupturems ir--sntaneously at maximum design pressure of

JG. : FIu fully stabilized ýhrough tOw burst disc at rupture

- ý. Cao proof - ipessure at 2,80 psia

• - Surface nroa wtd voluhe hte-ld .constant.

: u"..dlsc rupture avid flow 9abilization do not occur inst.2ntaneoasly;

-"" -•r.-a •re reallatic 4Wpoach would not alter the fiua conclusions.

CanI sco---Ative becau*- tf-v area 1-4 co-rrinttally decreasln,& %-..I
tihe -rea ,iO•i*.e is increaslap.o

: _- he-•esaurot!•hiý&tory was cal-culatedfl rwa the followin. •untjo

The-. tiAsur l owpto r

4154OR t111g abo%-V Specified ýattvs

dK -?
I ., ( Ab

i • i0.
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Figure 41. Super BATES Burst Disc Pressure-Time History
05748

4.1.9 H01dling Equipment and Motor Assembly

Heandling equipment requirements for assembling and installing the Super

BTES motor an the thrust stand have been identified mid preliminary designs

prepared,.

1Ta test motor handling equipment is based on concepts developed jointly

be-eio UTC and ArRPL for use on the Super HIPPO program. A system of trunnions,

slings, a-d adapters is used to wve the components of the motor and the assembled

motor, Tho. Super BATS motor is assembled vertically to simplify alignment between

case sagmeets and clevis pin tows, then lowered to the horizontal position and

moved to the thrust -tand. The thrust stand is installed in the test area 1-32,

pad The Suer &BTES •otor is installeW ou the right-hand half of the test

pad and asse=-bly platform-s are located against the back wall on the left hand

side of lhe test pad (see Figure 42). The motor components are delivered to the

stand, off-lnaded, atd assambled.
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26 F ------------ F THRUST
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24 FT 4F
MAXIMUM

?.!j FT

Figure 42. Top VSýew of Super BATES Motor .s~zzbjy
on Thrubt Stand (Area 1-32,, Pad 2)
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"The. atorewby sequence is as follows:

A. The forward closure has two crunniton which are mounted of f'-

center of the. closure; those trun-nions are lifted with a spreader

baz,:) tirrups, and 4 tag leg. The purpose of mounting the trunnions

off-center on the closure is th- same as vitit Super HIPPO: to generace

a th-tat-poitn-t lift so that the closure will not revolve on the llritkAg

piv., The tag leg goes to an eye sook located between the trunnions

asson lit, Figure 43.

R. Thý fraxw is act on a trunnion base near the back wall uider the

a"ssembly uork platform a-, shown in Figure 44. A support positions

the. forward closure and prevents it from rotating.

C.. The 0-ring and insulation are installed an the forward closure.

•-• o-rpressttrization vcnting system, burst disc, and insulation

are ista.d

E. A loade vvc- is installed. The propellant case is packed

in a rewi able hiprping container -ad delivered to the test pad on a

flat beo trua, or fork flit. in a vertical position. The complete

top Of rthe C*0C.aine- it reIwVtd to expose the se~gwnt on the bas3e

oi the cotie.Tep~cticcase stands on the base of the

shlipping e-anar. -,lae 4ft ••fiptors are installed on the top

e-:W of ai! ca%-z. Th-e pr't bar ind s&tirrups are then installed

!5.. tle e.sao ift. aap•;vs 4:.4 -s01-w case It lifted clear of th-e

ahtippinr cotltaner tno Ki~cc Vigure 4,5). IN.* -2ddttionual lift, adapters

4r. iznvtaiksA on thve- isr t.M •W oi ther rzisic aXnd t h caro !t 'ý

on two pair'ni of trtannion b~iqoza. Theý -triwnhi-n bases engoglz the

cas~e lift 4dapter shafts uas xtz ".' it Pignzrv 46.

Th.e nntor s-e-pe:n can ih, tvrtý tith eritlposti directly toIthe forward closure f,3r zoror 4*ssc?ýhv- i:"rice'ter the xocor is;

nae 0asilly exafllr4&d in theý WWlifl~ 01os1,4n angtcsStp Is

ne-cessary tor inverting the e~n.ia zo.ssbythe casec

is retatod- to the vertical pVs1I.iob. •te liftitng aapter on the

ioear end of the seatnt is rcewvcd Ftce FYg•.e 4-) a.m the assombiy

is then installed mn the forlard cl uzrt in the assembly -re.
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'I

EYE HOOK
FMOR TAG LEG •..•R.NS

Figure 43. Forward Closure with Lifting Trunnious
and Spreader Bar

F. An HRclevis coupling ring is installed,

G. The coupling ring insulation is inspected, the O-riag grooves

are inspected and cleaned a- required, and new 0-rings are installed.

H. The coupling ring is lifted 't- using the opposite (male) ead of

the c4ae lift adapter and pinning the coupling to the case lift

adapter. Fsitaal ey-es or lift features on a coupling ring are

""voided to prewnt the possibility of lifting the motor by these eyes,

1. T1e coupling riag is attached to the zlosure lift ad.4per, lifted

witih a spreader bar, aad installed on the se-nent.
4-t. A second "egent, a secoad coupling ring, and a third , nt re

Si-stalled in the satx fashion. Attachoent bracer -at each of the wrk

platforw =ay be used to secure the motor "seably during buildup.

K. The aft closure mn nozzle assembly are bWalt up on the ground

using the trunnion bayws that were used for Inverting the propellant

case.-. The cloaste Sa Ilifted by 1tit truarunonoa with a spreacr

bar and tag leg d set In a trunnion base "t. The tag leg isF used to position the aft closure face up.

1$ l08
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Figurj 44. Test Motor Actw aiVcrzlcsd Aiss.*1:; Filxture
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TRUNNION SHAFT

REMOVF 
LOW•ER TRUNNION 

SHAFT FROM

CASE SEGMENT AND LOWER ONTO FORWARD CLOSURE

Figure 47. Removing the Lifter Adapter

05810

L. The insulation is inspected and replaced as necessary.

M. The sealing O-ring is examined and replaced as necessary.

N. The aft closure is inverted using eye hook and tag leg to the

nozzle up position and the nozzle assembly is installed in the

aft closure using a nozzle lift fixture as shown in Figure 48. The

actual nozzle insulation procedure varies depending on nozzle

type (conventional or submerged), size, and degree of submergence.
0. T h e a f t rl!o s u r e a n d n o z z l e a s s e m b l y a r e l if~t e d wl•h a s r a e

beam and tag leg and positioned on top of the motor.

P. Clevis pins are installed and the two securing brackets on the

work platforms are released.

Q. The securiig bracket under the forward closure is removed and

the motor is rotated to the horizontal position and set on a

trunnion base (see Figuie 49).

R. A strongback is then attached to the trunnions on the forward

and aft closures for lifting (see Figure 50).

S. The motor assembly is moved from the assembly zone and installed

on the thrust stand flexure frame.

1- 
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Disassembly between firings is

performed in the same •mnner but with

operatioos reversed. Snorter motors

with fewer segments are assembled in //
the same fashion. The work platforms

a•e p-,sl•ioned so t[•at by using two

platforms and •:he ground level as work- • •_

• ing bases, any combination of half- and \
• full-length cases can be accommodated. //

A strongback will be able to pick dlf-

ferent lengths of motors simply hy
relocating and pinning the cross arms.

flatbed truck with forklift will be i

adequate for moving loaded case segments. I

It is recommended that AFRPL provld• a
trailer for moving •otor components and • [ST •0Z•L[

handling fixtures to and from the test Figure 48. Nozzle Lift Fixture

stand. The handling equipment required 05811

is identified in Table 16.

4.1.10 Motor Case Segment Shipping Container

The shipping container, shown in Figure 51 (taken from UTC packaging data

card No. 2509, sheets 2 through 9),* is designed to be reusable and to accept

either a full- or half-length segment in the vertical attitude. Acceptance of

either a full- or half-length segment is accomplished using adjustable t•e-

down devices.

The container consists of three major components: (I) base assembly:

S(2) tle-down assembly; and (3) closure assembly. The base provides total seg-

ment load support, horizontal restraint, and tle-down fittings for vertical

restraint. Two-way forklift entry pockets and to•-Ing att•c• h61es =re part of

the base structure. The •ie-down com@onents consist of four chain and turn-

buckle assemblies attached to the base and hooked to the segment cover assembly.

* Sheet I details the segme•.t packaging instructions.
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TABLE 16. HANDLING EQUIPMENT

I term Quanti ty

Two point sling and tag line 1

Nozzle lift fixture 1

Spreader bar and stirrups 2

Trunnions (mount to closure) 4

Case lift adapters 4

Trunnion base set 4

Base support (a.nti-tilt) I

Assembly platforms 1 set

Strongback I

Pin puller 2

Reusable shipping boxes
Case U
Coupling 2
Nozzle insert

Transport trailers
Closure and m.iscellaneous 2

The closure assembly (patterned after a federal specification PPP-B-•5C1 cie ated

plywood panel wooden box), indexes to the base atod is secured in place using

tvwO standard tensioned steel straps installed through the base structure over

.nd around the closure. The ;trapq will, be replaced veach tite the conteiner

is reused. The closure is removed and intalled ty an overhead lifaing de,Ice

and wiro-rep•u p ings attached to four ltin-tA Ar located iit the top corners

of the clogure.

Cotntainer design wili be =ubmitted tQ the •urvj-vi t1 Fxplosive- for tpjroval

"and issuance of an approval nuuber; this number v-11 appear on each container.

"IM
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4.2 Thrust Stand Design

4.2.1 General

To evaluate rocket motor performance it is desirable to have a high

frequency force measuring system that minimizes significart dynaaic interaction

and incorporates in the design those charzcteristics that provide for accurate

measurement. The major problems in achieving accuracy with such a design are

(1) properLy isolating the individual load cells and (2) maintaining system

rigidity. Since the ctructure and load cells deflect under load, the deflec-

tion can introduce interaction error terms into thO 'ad cells. For tids

reason these interaction terms must be specifically icred. Flexures and

other techniques to isolate the load cell cannot be used because inclusion of

these elements in the load path increases flexibility; thic results in a

decrease in the resonant frequency of the system.

Other conditions which can introduce errors ipto the system include the

following:

A. Hysteresis, friction, and slop (free play)

B. Test staid redundancy

C. Interactions resulting from initial misalignments

D. Interactions resulting from axial deflections of elements wader load

E. Normal or inerted peadttlk- effects

V. Enivi rontaental cwiditionis

G. Induced forces resulting from dy-.amic action

Ri. Impruper calibration systern.

These error sources must also be livestigzted and corrected where feasible.

Most of the error terta listed exist to some extent in all thrust •awur ng

systemc. Most of tbhem c4 be ai•niired by clevwr design and proper construc-

tinl. With proper in-,ace callbratia, calibration constmits can be establishedauid thr~is coeýfMcie.its and la,n-14ck ex-.racteristalcs; c• be obtained u•ing

calibrottion hctors.

4 131
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4.2.2 Design Considerations That Minimize or Eliminate Error Terms

4.2.2.1 Residual Effects - Hysteresis, friction, and slop are completely elim-

inated by removing as many joints as possible and preloading those that still

"e:exist. Three or more load cells, ground to a precise length, can be installed

aad bolted securely ln place between two rigid ground surfaces. Ex,:ept for

areas that require disassembly or flexibility, the basic structure is welded.

4.2.2.2 Test Stand Redundancy - The test bed is basically a lightweight rigid

fr7ie supported by plate flexures connected to a solid plate foundation (see

Figure 52). The flexures are designed to allow some. motion in the thrust

direction and to restrain the bed from mortion in all other directions. Because

of the rigid design, the ayial deflection is small and the flexures are sub-

stantially stiffer than those normally used. Since the plate flexures offer

redundancy, the redundant characteristics have to be calibrated as part of

the thrust coefficient. The only redundancy in the thrust measuring system

results from the flexures that support the bed.

4,2.2.3 Inverted Pendulum Characteristics - During firing, the weight sus-paded

by the flexures is changed by the loss of propellant wvight. This wuld

n.rmally introduce an .rror into the irxpulse measurements whlere the bed is sup-

ported by plate flexures. In order to eliminate this error, folded plbte flexures

are uwed. The bed Js supported by one flexurm in ensuin and in parallel uith

the flexýure in co-4mssion 9v that trans.itio'n of the bed int the thrust direction

vwill be pute rvecili-war motion. This witl cancel the inverted pendulum effect.

-hi.4 technique htas h^n uaeti with a high degnet of success in pt-cision thrust

4. 4. Iiinili Alit-et, Ti.- The rust ,wtvt: I-, Ins.iiAri 4\ to al ig-nmenat er

t three or ;re Tolod ciiýs are locatod syvvŽ=trlc-ily about che thrust arxis. ily

wrmal aligurwnt pxecautio-4 .•ust Ne -.aintained since thte errors introduced are

proportWO-ate, to Ove qantitV 0~ cor-ine o.-f thv n.~•isgn•n-t c!ngle).
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4.2.2.5 Deflection Under Load - Special consideration was given to designing

and building an extremely rigit thrust measuring system. The load cells were

cl-isen for minimum deflection and were installed at appropriate locations to

eliminate elements in bending; thus the thrust was transferred directly into load

cella mounted against a heavy steel base structure. This design essentially

eliminates a major source of deflection: elements in bending. All the elements

in compression are extremely rigid except for the load cells; the latter must

deflect in order to measure load. Load cells are over capacity in order to

mjiimiize deflection.

The rocket motor is designed to be mounted firmly to the thrust adapter

plate and bolted in place with preloaded bolts.

The thrust butt is designed with thick solid steel plates supported by

heavy steel webs. In such a design, interaction terms which result from

deflection can be virtually eliminated.

4.2.2.6 Environmental Conditions - The thrust stand was designed to operate in

a normal ambient environment. Since the firing was to be short, the ambient

con4itions should not have changed appreciably during firing; therefore, no special

con•ideration was to be 8iven to error terms associated with the environment.

4.2.2.7 Dynamic Response - Prime consideration was given to designing for

rigidity and minimiring the weight of the supported mass. By using multiple

load cells coupled directly between two plates, all nonessential deflections are

eliminated. This, plus the fact that the forward er4 of the motor is 'butted

solidly gainst the thrust adapter plate, allows the system to be extremely rigid.

Deflection should be in microinches. By making the reosrnt frequency high,

the dynamic action is averagcd out ca-pletely Vhen vthe ipulse of the motor

is deternined. The systec is linear and repeatable, utich eliminates these

sources of error frm the dynatic dcaracteristics.

I 3.



Since the period o(t the resonant frequency is short compared to the

period of firing, electrical signals can be filtered easily.

T he design of the support structure is clean and ll elements that

would induce s;,,thetic vibration were eliminated.

The calibrator is completely disconnected from the -oving structure during

firing.

4.2.2.8 Calibration System If improperly designed, the calibration system car.

introduce error terms i,•to the thrust measuring calibration; therefore, the same

considerations that were given to the thrust stand design were given to the

calibraticn system.

All redunda-cy in the cal-brating path between the calibration load cell

and the thrust otaad were eliminated or minimized to an insignificant value.

4.2.3 Technical Requirements

4.2.3.1 General Description- A aystem was designed (see Figure 52) that

aeasures thrust over the range of 0 to 50,000 ib, 0 to 100,000 lb, a• 0 to

150,000 14 within the stated accuracy.

All components ue designed to carry rn iverload force equal to 200%

of mviamxi thrust without dzeAge to the thrust measuring. system. In order to

Scover the low range require-ents., three of the load celli as- raoved (ieM

Figure 10 in Section 3.2). The load cell masuring system has bs-ically *,W

ranges: 0-tO10,00) lb i.d 0-150,000 Mb.

4.2.3.2 ',rsign PlexibLlity - 71m final design of tk. thrust stand will havv a

large degree of flexibility for positioning the load cell, aligning the nator/load

cell, and easily removing and installing load cell, flexures, and -motor. As showa

in Figure 10, (Section 3.2), the thrust adater plates have been remnvd and

replaced uIth a gmaller plate for -- aller motors (or for the renoval or replace-

mnt of lead calls). The thrust bed is designed in three vections to accoiadate
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motors of various lengths (one or two sections can be removed). All joints

=.are locAted with dcwel pins and alignment Is maintained with tooing% bars sa

that all compoaents can be replaced without alignment checks. Hotors can be

"removed and installed without upsetting the alignment; however, centerlins

aud dowel pin locations are provided so that periodic alignment checks can be

Y made using transit levels and scales. The load cells are dwelled ai bolted

in place; all locating holes are pre:isely jig bored in the thrust abutse, nts

so that load calls can be interchanged without positioning or realigrmeut.

4.2.3.3 Accuracy - The design goal accuracy of the thrust eystem is ±0.10% of

full-scale. for each of the three ranges with a three-sigma confidence level based

on in-plav.e calibraLion. The guaranteed accuracy is ±1.15%. The overall system

o* includes the combined accuracy of the load cells, flexure assez-blies, thrust

stand astsembly, and calibration system. The calibration system is calibrate'4

• in place to an accuracy of 0.03% of full-scale range. Accuracy does not ixr•clude

"signal conditioning or data acquisition.

4,2.3.4 Calibration - The thrust szand includes a dea&we&Lt calibrator with

an accuracy of ±0.03% of rance to t;41ibrate the thrust measuring syt T

calibrator is schematically shown in Figure 10 =ad described in. SectLon 4.2.'.

The calibrator can be operated manually or frna a prograzm-a coc•wter. It

is a multiple bees arrangenent •thereky the weights are raised and lwvere4 usih

Alexur* bellows. The control prnel is motmted in the block t , a: th solenoid

for actuating the bellow ia itotrrted on the calibrator. TU slenold ,a potted

•- to obtain an 'harzetic seal. All lines are m. in coduit vithout plags. taM

cowwcttoas are mad* zit s bsarrier strip zvo',ted on the- calibrator,

The v-eghts are in bznwry coded d-ciwAls which aliasa aelectlo of

*i icretentp from 1,0CC to 150.00 lb. TMe weights are certiftid to class C

* tolerances.
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Class C tolerance is approximately 0.006% of weight. The calibration

factor is established by calibrated load cells mounted in the pull rod,

Three load cell ranges are furnished and delivered along with the calibra-

tion instrument. This equipment can be ttsed to verify the beam balance calibra-

tor at any future date. Flexures are used on both ends of the load cell in

order to eliwinate bending moments, The thrust stand .s calibrated in fifteen

equal steps up and down in less time than I min/step.

Limit stops are mounted on the beam. As long as the stop is engaged,

the caltbrar.e La prevented frm applying additional loads. rhis safety

feature prevents itadvertent application of a load in excess of that selected

by the operator; it does not preven: the calibrator from running in the opposite

direction to unload the system. The calibration system has the following

m.lnimum specified accur'cies (at a one-sign's confidence level):

A. Linearity, !0.03 of applied load from 50,000 to 150,000 lb

B. Hlltercz[s, ±00.006Z of applied load

C. Repeatability, t3.006% of applied load

D. Accuracy (including combined effects of linearity, hysteresis, and

repeatability errors), within 0.0-Z of applied load or 0.03% of

range. uhichevex is yra•ter, vhere the ranges 4ze 50,000 Ib, 00,000 lb.

aid 150,000 lb.

,he priory Unit.iaticm of the acc:urlacy of rhv calibrator is the ability to Y

calibrate the SY.tec load cIIs; to a higher ord-r lewýl.

A digital selector -v•tci% i- 10e4fed on the panel of thw calibrator to

?rcwnt ictcrlo-,dinj4 ;,,f tne koad cell' zi tbrnst stand. Th el cr.Ica cir-
cu itry th~r, ah_ pp Ii K,4 zI~on of a.nv It"'1.1 on xcvs of€ that= T•Iccted and

cIalei into the sp.tc•n byr the operator. The calii'rator ic Motmted en support

structures cowletcly ±ndepw ,rJ•vnt of tht thrust mKasurir4e sv.te.

Tbe vontrol circ-alt fnor the calibrator is: equipped vith lopic so that

it czn be Laterft.ed with •ikvc-tt-Packard's 2•00 ulni-ncoeutcr. The Interface

1.5 -tL co•a•ible. All pover seAy inrs z other contrxil ele-mens ant'
S•jhnij* with thO calibrator* &k.-itch closures no the calibrator indicate
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2.1

wbmen a weight has been applied and %ken the beau is balanced. Under these

conditions the calibrator load can be recorded. By using proper programming

the complete eystem can be ca'ibrated automatically with the computer and the

bea" balance calibrator.

The initial performAnce of the calibration syqtert And thrust stand is

demonstrated at Ormond before delivery. It is also dewnstrated after instal-

latioa at AFRPL's est area 1-32 before acceptance.

4.2.3,5 Alignment - The thrust stand and caj'iibration system azre manufactured

and aligned so that a motor can be installed to 0.10 of the longitudinal axis of

the axWal load cells. Tooling b-is zd dowl plus are included iL the manu-

facturing; these allow disassembly and assenbiy without checking the alignment.

In order to prevent the tbrust from being affected by the chauge in weight

of the motodr dur••g firing, folded flexures are used which inherently cancel

the pendulum effects. The flexures are com~patible with the thrust range

requirewnts and the accuracy of the SYSCen.

1 The load cells are ball-ball types which do not have :.exureq on the ends.

Therefore, the ends can be drilled and tapped on the cmtv-rline of the load

bell so taL installa•tion can be done without precise 1lign~ent.

4.2.3.6 Load Cell 2Mcificatio-ts - oa cellsaek~r t he specifications dis-

S csed in Appendix A. O~e atditimal 1.id cell is supplied as * spare part

oi each iosd cell used in the thrust stand.

"4.2,3.7 ttor Attachment - Rotors are =tunoed in cradles on tba thrust stand

sad butted againat the thr-st plate. This &Ldowu the motor to 1' Maunted

without diree.t attachmenta which drill -r E.tw into the motor. By providing

.difrmtt cxadlea, aotoor of variova diameter* aad ieagths ci '-e Installed.
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4.2.3.8 Installation - The thrust stand and calibrator are compatible with

a thrust pad having I-beams.

4.2.3.9 Electric Power - Electrical pcwer input to the system is 115±10

volts, 60±2 cps single phase AC. Ignition pulse will be 28 volts DC.

4.2.3.10 Selection of Parts - Use of proprietary materials, components, etc.,

in the design of the thrust stand was avoided.

4.2.3.11 Standard Parts - On drawings standard parts are identified by their

numbers. AN and MS standard parts will be used where they serve the purpose.

4,2.3.12 Commercial Parts - Commercial parts having suitable properties are

used if, on the date of contract award, there are no suitable standard parts.

In any case, c')mmercial utility parts such as scr..'ws, bolts, nuts, etc., which

have suitable properties are used if (1) they caa be replaced by the standard

parts (AN and MS) without alteration, and (2) the corresponding standard part

numbers are referenced in the parts list and, if practical, on the contractor's

drawings.

4.2.3.13 Materials - Materials and processes used in the manufacture of the thrust

stand and its subsystem are of high quality and suitable for the purposes intended.

Materials conforming to contractor's specifications are used provided the speci-

fications are approved and provisions for adequate tests are contained in them.

Approval ot contractor's specifications does not constitute a waiver of

inspect ion.

4.2.3.14 Protective Treatment -',est stand and system materials are protected

from environmental conditions in a manner that in no way prevents compliance

wit1 the performance requirements of this specificatic:,. The use of any pro-

tective cczting thac cracks, chips, or scales with age or extremes of climate

and environmental conditions is avoided.
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4.2.3.15 Construction -

A. Loading

The system is constructed to withstand (1) 3-g load applied vertically

downward, (2) 2-g load applied vertically upward, and (3) 1/ 2 -g load applied

horizontally.

B, Welding

Welding conforms to the recommendations of the American Welding Society

and American Standard Code for the pressure vessels.

C. Fitting

Intersection of test stand structural components is made using weld-

type fittings, except where otherwise specifically indicated.

D. Performance

The thrust stand, including all instrumenratiot ,omponents,is designed

to provide the specified performance under (1) humidity at 0% to 95%,

(2) temperature at 00F to 150 0 F, (3) pressure at 16 to 32 in. mercury, and

(4) altitude at 0 ft to 4,000 ft.

In addition, e-xposure to (I) heavy rains, (2) temperacures up to 2500 for

short exposure time, and (3) sand and dust storms do not damage the thrust

stand and its components in any manner which preclude subsequent performance

to the specified levels.

4.2.4 Beam Balance Deadwei)ýht Calibrator Design

A beam balance deadweight calibrator was initially designed especially

for calibrating the load cells of a single conmonent thrust stand. The per-

formance capabilities of this calibrator are discussed below.

4.2.4.1 Po.rformance -

A. Load Range

The calibrator can calibrate load cells in thie range from 0 to 150,000 lb

in 1,000-1b increments.
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B. Hysteresis Loop

The calibrator can load continuously (and in discrete increments) over the

selected ranges in either ascending or descending directions; thus a hyster-

esis loop for the stand can be plotted. Only slight discontinuities are

introduced at the load points during the change of weights.

C. Manual Operation

The load to be applied is selected using a digital switch. 7his in turn

electrically selects the weights to be applied to the beam. The operator

pushes a load button in order to apply the loads. After the loading button

is pushed a motorized screw jack is actuated to restore the beam to the

balanced condition. When the beam is balanced the motor stops auto-

matically and the appropriate load is applied to the thrust stand.

After each increment of load has been selected the load button is pushed.

In addition to manual operation the calibrator can be programmed and

operated from the computer in the automatic mode. All interface circuitry

will be TTL compatible and will be electrically isolated using lite diode

switches.

D. Calibrated Weights

All weights are calibrated to class C tolerances and the calibration

will be traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.

E. Accuracy

The accuracy of the calibrator is C.03% of load over the range from

1,000 to 150,000 lb. Accuracy will include (1) load application,

(2) repeatability, (3) linearity, (4) hysteresis, (5) buoyancy, and

(6) gravitational effects (gravitational constants will be furnished by

the customer). Overshoot is a function of dynamic loading and is not

considered as an accuracy term. All accuracy is based on static
calibration.
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F. Certification

In order to determine the accuracy, the deadweight calibrator is cali-

brated using the precision load cell flexure string mounted in the

tension rod between the thrust stand and the calibrator. This load cell

flexure string is calibrated at Edwards Air Force Base using the preci-

sion deadweight load stack at the rocket test base. The load cell

flexure string along with the digital indicator and associated leads

is furnished as part of the deliverable item.

G. Stability

The calibrator can maintain any selected load from 1,000 to 150,000 lb in

static equilibrium within an accuracy of 0.1% of reading without requiring

external manipulation or adjustment of the equipment.

H. Instrumentation

No instruments except the calibration control system is provided. The

balance of the beam is indicated by a differential transformer and a

zero center meter. The zero position on the meter indicates the balance

of the beam. All controls are mounted on a 19-in. rack panel that can be

installed in the block house.

I. Damping

Viscose damping is incorporated in the weight-suspension mechanism

to decrease beam oscillation and limit overshoot. The weights axe stabi-

lized by a guiding beam attached to the lower end of the suspension rod.

4.2.4.2 Size and Dimensions - The approximate physical diiwensions are shown in

Figure 10 of Section 3.2. The total weight is less than 50,000 lb with each

individual component less than 25,000 lb. The calibrator is designed as an integral

unit which can be set up on any firm foundation strong enough to react the loads.

4.2.4.3 Accessories - Only a computer for automatic operation is required. No

other accessories are necessary.
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4.2.4.4 Counterpoise - The counterpoise is provided so that the beam can

be leveled manually during setup.

4.2.5 Thrust Stand Engineering Analysis

4.2.5.1 Frequency Response - Motor and stand design conditions are: I
A. Motor weight (Wm) = 20,000 lb

m
B. Stand weight (W ) 8,000 lb

C. Stand deflection (A) - 0.03 in.

D. Thrust force (F) - 150,000 lb

E. g - 386 in./sec2

From Newton's Third Law of Dynamics

F -ma

F - (21r f )2Ag n

9.78Fn WA

9.78 x 150,000f - 50 cps
n 28,000 x .O-

50 cps > than 25 cps 1
50

Margin of Safety 1 - 1 1 100%

where

m M mass

a - acceleration

f - frequency response"n
W - total motor and stand weight,

The frequency response can bi obtained frog the curves published in

Statham Laboratories Instrument Notes No. 20 which are included as Appendix R.

Damping ratio should not be greater than 0.02. For a motor vith an ignition

time rise of greater than 200 sec the overshoot should be less than 52. Because

the resonaiit frequency of the stand is so high a filter could be easily used to
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obtain 0.1% final data at 2.5 cps. A signal containing 50 cps oscillation is

reliably filtered. Due to the design of the stand, only thrust dynamics should

induce appreciable dynamics on the thrust signal.

4.2.5.2 Motor Vibration Effects - To minimize dynamics, the motor is mounted on

adjustable saddles with the forward end of the motor mounted solidly against a

rigid flat plate. The flat plate is supported directly by load cells that react

the load in compression without the use of flexures or other deflecting devices.

In this way all the thrust load is reacted solidly over the head end of the

motor (the bed only provides normal and lateral support for the motor, without

encumbering the system). Thus, adverse dynami. conditions are eliminated and

it is still possible to obtain reliable and accurate thrust data.

4.2.5.3 DampingEffects - The damping characteristics of the thrust measuring

system are so low that the damping ratio probably is not greater than 0.02.

This is necessary in order to obtain good thrust data.

4.2.5.4 Load Cell Deflections - Low deflection load cells are sandwiched

directly between a flat, rigid thrust plate and a flat, rigid thrust butt in

order to limit deflections to the load cells and thrust butt only. Since the

deflections of the thrust plate are negligible, this configuration essentially

allows the motor to push directly against the load cells lecated around the

perimeter of the motor. Load cell deflections are lese than 0.01 in.

4.2.5.5 Calibration Procedures and Equations - Absolute loads can :e applied

either manually or automatically to the thrust stawnd with the deadweight ntn

balance calibrator. When any selected load is applied, tha, toad remains

in effect until changed. During this period, the output signals from the load

cells can be recorded; load cell-- can hc recorded individually and sumed ia

the computer. The orly interacting tertx- rc.-uit from the stiffne's of the

flexures used to support the thrust bed. Tis stiffness term is elininated

by in-place calibration since the thrust measuring load cell coefficients

include the fleure stiffness characteristics. The load cell outputs are

averaged even though the distribution of load between load cells may t:e unequal.
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This results because the load cells are essentially linear and the rated output

of all load cells is matched within 0.10% of full-scale output.

4.2.5.6 Test Stand Design - In order to improve freque!ncy response, all

unessential deflecting elements are eliminated from the design.

4 Although the load cells are sandwiched between two plates, bending moments

that could induce extraneous signals into tile load cell signal are eliminated

by manufacturing radii on both ends of all load cells approximately equal to

one-half the length of the load cell. Essentially, each load cell is a large

ball with a diameter equal to the load call length. Thus, when the thrust plate

deflects or moves the load cells roll cr rota.te; this movement eliminates the

application of bending moments on the load cells.

The thrust bed is mounted ov. flexures which provide a high order of

rigidity to the thrust bed in 4I! directions except thrust. In the thrust

direction, the flexures are r-lativelM flexible. This provides a rigid support

for the motor and aliows thrist -meastrements to by made without excessive redun-

dancy which could compromisc thrust data accuracy. Since there will be an

appreciable change Ian wIE-" t during ioror f .iriv.,, folded plate flexures are

used to support t:;e thrust bet!. Folded plate ilexures allow rectilinear motion

to the thrust stgnd in the ,hrust direction which eliminates the pendulumI coefficient mad resulting errora L. thmotst mea.ure.wnt. Folded plate flexures

also decrease the redundancy in the, thrust directioa which minimizes interaction

frwo both defPction wid ztemperature con-siderations. Changes in tempeiature

vill not ciaseý hinge birding which is encountered in systcr--- using single plztre

flexuzes. The fle-xurer conpict••v elim•Inatc error terms resulting froc friction

or silop that usually lsŽpear In other typen of support.

The use of a high frequentcy stand that has been designed to eliminate

error terv'es and provide repeatable thrust data should include accurate acquisi-

tion of data including trans:ients and tail-off. The thrust stand frequency

response 'as high enough to allov substantial filtering without introducing phase
At

lag problems. Other characteristics allow accurate measurenent of tail-off

without drift or interaction.
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The thrust stand is structurally designed with stiffness as the primary

criteria. The stand has a high margin of safety for stress for the conditions

of a thrust axial load of 150,00 lb with a 2:1 safety factor. Preliminary

stress analyses have been performed to ensure that these safety factors have

been met in the critical areas.

4.2.6 Drrwings and Related Data

Tbe component design drawings for the thrust stand and related critical

materials are as follows:

No. of Sheets Drawing No. Drawing Title

2 14-2-0338 Calibrator Assembly
2 14-2-0339 Weight Stack Assembly
3 14-2-0340 Frame and Base Assembly, Calibrator
1 14-2-0341 Frame Assembly, Calibi.tor
1 14-2-0342 Base, Calibrator
1 14-2-0343 XIO Lever
1 14-2-0344 Spacer, Flexure, and Gear Motor
2 14-2-0345 Gear Motor Plate Assembly
1 14-2-0346 Flexure Spacer
1 14-2-0348 Balance Beam
1 14-2-0351 Column, 150K, 15K, and Spacer
I 14-6-0248D Top Weight Indicr or Ckt.
1 14-6-0299 Weight Stack Control
1 14-6-0283 Motor Control Schezatic
3 15-4-0924 Thrust Plate Abutment
1 15-4-0926 Thrust Plate
2 15-4-0927 Thrust Bed Assembly
1 15-4-0928 Super BATES 150'e
1 16-1-0204 Thrust Measuring Ckt.
1 16-1-0205 Load Cell/Indicator Wiring

• C •itical Materilas

Diuff Norton jackuator

Reliance electric motor and reducer

Large steel plates - 6 In. thick and (2) 2 in. thizk

Flexure material

Load cell material

Weights
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ABBREV IATIONS

AFRPL Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials

ATJ graphite designation

BATES ballistic and test evaluation system

SCHAR ballistic test motor at RPL

C/SPCS cost/schedule planning control system

C-TPB carboxy-terminated polybutadieve

DDI dimer acid diisocyanate

DOT Department vf Transportation

FW fiberglass-wound UTC solid propellant motor series

G GFE Government-furnished equipment

GSI Government source inspection

HIPPO heavyweight high pressure test motor

HTPB hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene

SHX-715 carboxy-terr.•inated polyester

ILBBN intercontinental ballistic missile

IDP i~odecyl pelargonate

IPDI isophoroae diisocyamate

IRWD indepeodent research and de-velopmint

I theoretical specific impulae

I standard specific imptise at 0° half-tangle

"-* LcharaLteristic lUngth

LE4 luntmr oxcursion module

LITVC liquid injection thrust vector control

LSBR liquid strandi bur-ing rate

,VOp =ximu. expected opirating pressure

HIG Wta'a inert gac

fIL military

W21 mSmugnetic particle inspectionA
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J

MRB material review board

MWOA master work order authorization

MXCE fiberite material designation for eiastomeric additive
carbon phenolic

NBR Buna-N rubber

NDT nondestructive testing

O&QR operation and quality record

P pressure

PB.AN polybutadiene-acrylic acid acrylonitrile

SPG pyrolytic graphite

PO purchase order

QA quality assurance

QC quality control

RFQ request for quotation

R•IP receiving inspection plan

RPO request for purchase order

SRN solid rocket motor

TFE a type of Teflon

TIG tungsten inert gas

TL transistor logic

TTL trrinsistor-trainsistor logic

TVC thrust vector control

UAC United Aircraft Corporation

UARL United Aircraft Research Laboratories

USAW United States Air Force

bTC United Technology Center

UTL United Technology Center liner

Ut'.P Ur.ited Te.Thnology CUnter proptllant preiix

WOR work order release
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APPENDIX A. SUPER BATES DESIGN TRADE STUDY RESULTS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents the detailed discussions and analyses that were

conducted to define the trade study results summarized in Section 3.0 of this

report. It contains Lwo major categories:

A. A technical discussion supported with pertinent data for those para-

meters which qffect the performance of SRMs

B. The effect of these parameters and their influence on the design of

the Super BATES test motor.

---.. .

I.
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2.0 PERFORMANCE PARfMETER DEFINITION

The presence of particles in nozzle flow results in decreased performance

due to the inability of the particle to maintain equilibrium with the ges flow,

Since the transfer of ,beat and momentum between the particles and the gas is

not ihstantaneous, the velocity and temperature of the two phases are not tn

equilibrium. The excess thermal energy in the particles, the difference in

velocities between the particles and the gas, and the irreversible transfer of

heat and momentum across these differences lead to decreased pertormawze, Any

change in nozzle geometry or flow conditions will affect the specific irmpulse

efficiency of the motor.

2.1 Chamber Pressure

Chamber pressure has an important effect upon 9erformance due to its

do..minating influence on flow conditicns. It affects aluminum agglomeration,

particle size and two-phase flow losses, Unux:ary layer losses, and chemical

recombination. The magnitude of these effects will vary i.±rh pressure.

Aluirnum agglomeration has an imrortant effect cm the comtustion effic•f cy

of a motor. 'hen an aluminum aqglonerat-e leaves the propellant surfaa', its

site determines the time required to burn. The burring tice for an aluminum

particle d&creases as its size decreases. Any alumaint that 1, unburned when

it leaves the motor reduces the efficiency of the motor. Figure I shows tlz.

general effect that pressure has on aluminum .gzloaration; an =icrease in

ores•sur results in a decrease in the aggloiýate siIC ad, tiherforr, a

decrease i, burning tipe. An increase in pros.sure viii cause the • 1umin-u

Aigglorate to b4 Waller and will Increase the cooibstiot OIIciCtncy.

The effect that pr-ssure has on two-phafe flov Iosses u'111 depend IVM

the particle size xid the drag forces on the particles. Vigure 2 shovs the

effect that pressure hAs ot particle size; in general, a reductrihiw in P.Cssure

.III al&o reduce the siZe of the particles. A saaller pArtilde size Vill

result in =t itroved ratio of narticle drag force to mass and tond to &rrease

the tvo-phase flow lioses. Ruverr. a reductimn in cbaaber pressure also

reduces the aerodynamic dra• forces; this tends to increase the tuo-phae flow
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As gas flows thrcugti a nozzle, the chemical composition of the gas tries

to maintain equilibrium at the local pressure and temperature. The pressure

and temperature decrease to a level where the chemical reaction rates are coo

slow to maintain equilibrium so the composition of the gas tends to freeze

(remain fixed). The energy associated with tie incomplete recombination results S

in performance loss. Reducing the pressure increases the performance loss

associated with chemical recombination. Besides increasing the degree of

dissociation of the gas, the reduced pressure causes the recombination rates

to decrease. The lower recombination rates cause the composition of the gas

to freeze at an earlier expansion ratio. The increase in the local dissociation

.-long with the earlier freezing of a gas with the higher dissociation causes

lperformance loss from the chemical recombination to increase with decreasing

pressure.

iRigure 3 shows the effects of the above performance losses versus the

pressure; the chemical recombination losses will decrease with increasing

pressure and the two-phase flow losses will increase with increasing pressure,

The experimeatal data on the curve show the importance of the effect of

Saluminui aplomeration on peiformance. T*he additional loss at the lower

pressures arises from the inability of the aluminum to completely burn during

the firing. In any determination of performance, the effects that pressure

will have are extremmely important. Therefore, any ballistic testing of a

motor system should try to match the chamrber pressure as closely as possible.

2.2 Throat Diameter

The throat diameter has a first order effect on performance due to its

influence on two-phase flow. It also has somc influence on chemical recombiina-

tio and i,oundary leyer Io~es. The megniu.'e of the';e losses tends to decrease

,ith Increasing th.oat size.

The •ffecý. that throat diameter has on iwo-phase flow losses is a result

of particle 5ize and the flow field gmad~nts in the nozzle. Figure 4 shows

the effect that the throat diameter has on particle size. With an incretse in

throat diameter, the particle size increases. This increase worsens the ratio
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of drag force to mass of tive particles. This worsening condition is offset,

however, by two other effects! first, the particles seem to have a maximum

size of 10 to 12 microns which limits the worsening condition; second, with

an increase in throat diameter geometrically similar nozzles have more gradual

flow field gradients. These more gradual gradients in gas velocity, temperature,

and pressure allow the gas-particle system to acquire a higher degree of

equilibrium. Therefore, even though the particle size increases, the two

phase flow losses decrease with an increase in throat diameter.

The chemical recombination loss also decreases with an increase in throat

diameter. The more gradual gradients of temperature and pressure require lower

chemical reaction rates to maintain equilibrium. This means that the chemical

composition of the gas will freeze at a higher expansion ratio. The resulting

lower degree of dissociation gives a lower performance loss.

The losses associated with a boundary layer arise from the work done

against the friction forces and the heat lost to the nozzle wall. The local

heat transfer and skin friction coefficients vary as the inverse 0.2 power of

the Reynolds number, i.e.:

C11, CFRe-0.2 = (PgUgL/I)-0.
2

For geometrically similar nozzles, the Reynolds number varies directly with

the throat diameter since the length of the nozzle varies directly with the

throat diameter. The local heat transfer and frictional forces are given by

F = ýPgUg 2 ACF

& = PgCpUgAT A CH

and the area varying as the square of the throat diameter is given by:

-.8
F, Q Dt.

For a nozzle operating at a certain pressure, both the thrust and the mass

flow vary as the square of the throat diameter. Therefore, the friction force
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divided by the thrust and the heat loss divided by the enthalpy flux vary as

the inverse 0.2 power of the throat diameter. Consequently,

Alsp a Dr-0.2

Isp

Thus for geometrically similar nozzles, the boundary loss will decrease with an

increase iii throat diameter.

The combination of these effects can be seen in Figure 5 where the

variation in specific impulse efficiency with throat diameter is shown. The

variation in losses due to chemical recombination and the boundary layer is

too small to be seen. The loss associated with two-phase flow is seen to

decrease with an increase in throat diameter. The increase in efficiency

becomes less and less with increasing throat diameter. Comparing the results

of this graph with data from Titan III firings, an increase in throat diameter

from 4 to 38 in. results in an increase in efficiency of 3%. A decrease in

throat diameter from 4 to 1 in. gives a comparable decrease. In the determin-

ation of specific impulse efficiency, the effects that throat diameter have

are important; however, for throat sizes greater than approximately 4 in.,

variations in throat diameter will begin to have less effect. The testing

of a motor system should try to match the throat diameter as nearly as possible,

as long as more important parameters do not suffer as a result of the matching

when the diameter is greater than 4 in.

2.3 Residence Time and Characteristic Length

Residence time or L* will affect performance through its effects on

unburned aluminum and particle size. Average residence timie is defined from

the gas laws by

Mass flow rate (O) depends upon the throat area and pressure,

= PcAtg/C*

Therefore:

Vc C* C*
tr At gRTc L* gRTc
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The residence time and L* vary directly. The effects of residence time are

limited to a small range, and in general, efficiency will increase with

increased residence time.

The effect that residence time has on particle size is seen in Figure 6

where exhaust particle size is plotted versus residence time. The particle

size increases rapidly with residence time until a residence time of 20 msec

is reached. For residence times above 20 msec, the particle size remains

fairly constant. The particle size affects performance through its effects

on two-phase flow. Two-phase flow losses will increase with particle size

because the larger particles are less able to maintain thermal equilibrium

and have a greater velocity lag. Therefore, two-phase flow losses increase

with residence time until residence time equals 20 msec. Above 20 msec

two-phase flow losses remain nearly constant.

A more important effect is the amount of unburned aluminum. Metal-particle

ignition and combustion must occur within the motor residence time to avoid
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performance losses.- When motor residence time is too short for adequate

combustion, an equilibrium condition significantly different from the

theoretical one will be produced. The dependence of metal combustion on

residence time is shown in Figure 7 in which the percent of unburned aluminum

is plotted against residence time. Residence times under 10 msec appear

insufficient for adequate metal combustion. However, residence times over

20 msec have very little effect on metal combustion; therefore, metal com-

bustion becomes less a factor in performance.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of specific impulse efficiency on residence

time. The efficiency rises sharply for residence times below 10 msec and has

a very gradual rise for residence times above 20 msec. These tests were not

corrected for motor heat loss, so the area of sharp decline is probably twider

15 msec for residence times. The curve shows that the effects of metal com-

bustion predominates as far as residence time is concerned. Therefore, the

"j 5 j0oc psj. _ 0

A'
"- 0p70 500 pi;

2 0
Vs.,. 350 ps;

200U ps 0 Cohen, 1000 psi (ref. 2)
0 0~ , -- ° ,• setgo, 1000p,; (,.f. 6)
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S•lfl A SehQol, 599 DO;
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0 Clowe, 1000 pvi (ref'. 3)
A Cohen, Be I00 psi
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Figure 6. Effect of Residence Time on Exhaust Particle Size
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residence time need only be considered for those systems when a mean residence

time less than 20 msec prevails.

2.4 Nozzle Roughness and Erosion

The reuse of a nozzle could lead to performance loss due to nozzle rough-

ness and erosion. The performance loss would increase with each reuse of the

nozzle and severely limit the use of a nozzle for multiple testing.

During the UTC C4 EDP, a significant improvement in nozzle efficiency

was observed by using a carbon-carbon exit cone material as opposed to an

ablating phenolic material. Figure 9 shows a comparison of nozzle efficiency

during motor firings with identical initial nozzle contours (throat diameters

of 4 in.) and identical motors. The efficiency of the ablative phenolic exit

cone began to drop early in the firing and remained substantially lower than

the carbon-carbon exit cone for the motor duration. The efficiency improvement

LS-1 CARBON/CARBON
.0, _.EXIT CONE

0 10 20
TIME, SEC

Figure 9. Effect of Ablation on Nozzle Efficiency
05771
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appeared to result from reduced erosion, absence of a char layer, reduced

contour discontinuities, and reduced surface roughness. Reduction in nozzle

efficiency resulting from severe exit cone erosion has been observed in other

investigations. In one study, the same nozzle was fired on five separate

occasions. The specific impulse decreased with each successive firing, much

in the same manner as continuous firing of the ablative phenolic exit cone

shown in Figure 9. The trend was attributed to the cumulative erosion and

char from prior firings.

The effects of nozzle roughness and erosion should, intuitively, decrease

with increasing throat size. Figure 9 does show that an ablative phenolic

exit cone could be used for two 5-sec firings and a carbon-carbon exit cone

could be used for four 5-sec firings without serious performance degradation.

However, a nozzle should be reused with care so that performance is not

adversely affected.

2.5 Nozzle Submergence

The performance losses associated with nozzle submergence are due to two-

phase flow effects. The particles generate under the submerged nozzle and

must flow toward the forward end of the motor to reach the nozzle entrance.

These particles must also make a turn of about 1800 to enter the nozzle.

This change in direction, caused by large velocity gradients, makes these

particles lag further behind in the gas flow than other like particles. This

additional lag in velocity causes the performance loss.

Figure 10 sh.;ws the relationship between nozzle submergence and its

associated performance loss. The loss in specific impulse increases rapidly

with the percent of submergence until about 10% submergence. Above 10%,

the loss increases gradually. The loss also depends upon the percentage of

aluminum. An increase in the aluminum content increases the percentage loss

and it also increases the slope of the gradual portion of the curve. At 10%

submergence for a propellant with 21.5% aluminum, the loss in specific impulse

is approximately 0.95%. Increasing the submergence to 25% increases the loss

to 1.1%. It would be desirable to completely model submergence, but the
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difficulty involved may make it unfeasible and an undesirable expense consider-

ing the small increase in the loss.

2.6 Nozzle Radius of Curvature

The performance loss associated with the nozzle radius of curvature is

due to the acceleration of-particles in two-phase flow. With a larger

radius of curvature, a nozzle would have gentler velocity and temperature

gradients, and the particles would have a smaller velocity lag and less

thermal non-equilibrium with the gas flow. Figure 11 shows the relationship

between the nozzle radius of curvature and specific impulse efficiency. The

nozzle radius of curvature is a fairly important effect for radii equal to or

greater than the throat radius. Limited investigations, however, have indicated

that radii of curvature 0.3 to 1.0 times the throat radius have little effect on

delivered specific impulse efficiency. Therefore, if the motor system has a

* Colculoted losses

o DDP-75 M;nutemon nozzle submergence (ref. 9)

4 ELP-75 Study firings, Kord;g (ref. 9)

SJPL-540 JPL Syncom I motor firings

2,0

•~ ~ ~ ~ , P - -- L -----"-

t Lm

SDDP -75 '"

S1.2 - 21.5% Aluminum- -

.S • JPL-540

0.4/ ,• LP7

- - 5.0%Aluminum

0 10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 so

S.bmeience. 1O0 L, L,,,p~cnt

Figure 10. Typical Effect of Nozzle
Submergence on Specific Impulse 05772
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NOZZLE THROAT ENTRY RADIUS. R /DlFigure i1. Effect of Nozzle Throat Contour on Efficiencythroat radius of curvature less than the throat radius, the importance ofmodeling this effect decreases considerably.

2.7 Port to Throat Contraction Ratio
Figure 12 shows the contraction ratio's effect on specific impulse.With increasing contraction ratio and/or mass flow rate the specific impulse

loss associated with this effect decreases. The Super BATES will operate

with minimum mass flow rates of 100 lb/sec and a minimum contraction ratio of

2.5. At these conditions, the loss associated with port to throat contractionratio becomes insignificant.
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3.0 PARAMETER EFFECT ON SUIPE7IR BATES DESIGN

3.1 Pressure Neutrality

3.1.1 Impact of Pressure NeutralitZy on Performance Accurac;L

A study evaluated the impact of pressure variations on the accuracy of

performance predictions for the Super BATES. Although a perfectly neutral

trace is desirable, reasonable variations in P must be expected with the
C

high pressure exponents characteristic of advanced strategic propellants. The

performance accuracy corresponding to different degrues of pressure neutrality

must be evaluated in light of the design compromises that may be required to

achieve nearly neutral piessure traces.

Performance variations with P are primarily a result of pressure ratioc i

effects on C and the variation of specific impulse efficiency with P
F c

P is one of the most important variables in modeling solid motor
c

specific . discussed in Section 2.1, P controls burning rate which
c

helps establish the size of aluminum particles ejected from the grain. Pressure

also controls the diffusion of oxidizer species and the rate of combustion of

the aluminum particles. P affects the rate of the chemical reactions occurringc

in the chamber and the magnitude of two-phase flow losses. Without detracting

from the importance of correctly modeling full-scale motor P , the correlationsc

presented in Section 2.1 do not predict large changes in specific impulse

efficiency for pressure variations of even 10%. Furthermore, the specific

impulse efficiency appears to be quit2 linear at pressures above 300 psia.

Therefore, the inaccurag, cdused by a trace with pressure variations of :t10%

or even slightly higher compared to a perfectly neutral trace would be less

than 0.05% and would not have a significant impact on overall system per-

formance accuracy.

P variations have a more significant impact on back pressure losses thanc

on specific impulse efficiency at an 8-in. throat size. Two parameters were

calculated to measure the impact of P variations on performance for a squarec

wave stepped pressure trace. A square trace (half the burn time of
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P - P + AP and half-at P - P-AP) Is the limiting case for any degree of pressureC
variation and was selected to define the maximum performance error for a given

degree of non-neutrality. The first parameter, A, shown in Figure 13 defines

the maximum variation in CF as a percent of the C at average pressure. For
F ~F a

optimum nozzle expansion, A varies from 1.5% (±0.75%) to 2.25% for P from
C

1,800 psia to 500 psia for pressure variations of ±10%. Below 500 psia A

increases more rapidly, reaching 3.25% at 200 psia. The parameter A defines

the maximum variation in instantaneous performance (excluding ignition and

tailoff), but not the difficulty in measuring overall performance.

The parameter, 6, was calculated to define the performance correction

required with a square wave trace to convert performance at average pressure

to average delivered performance. Since performance falls off more rapidly

at low pressure, the specific impulse loss at P-AP is greater than the gain

at F+AP requiring a correction of roughly -0.10% from the specific impulse

at average pressure to determine average specific impulse. The values of 6,

I I I I
8•1.15 PAMB 14 .7 PSIA +10 - A

2z 6 1%

5 TI ME
S•CFP1 + I0%) - CFP -10%I)

4 l FI d

-PIU EXPANSION TI

EXPANSION
MAL RATIO
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3 6
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Figure 13. Performance Variation vs Pressure and Expansion Ratio
for a Square Trace with 10% Neutrality-

05775
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the correction factor, arc shown in Figure 14 versus expansion ratio and

P for variations in P of ý10% with a square trace. The correction factorC C

which can be determined for any pressure trace, will be considerabiy lower

foi the skewed parabolic traces typical of Super BATES. The correction

factor at optimum expansion ratio also increases sharply below 500 psia.

The valuefi of X and 6 were calculated for pressure variations up to 420%

to establish a recommended level of pressure neutrality for Super BATES. The

results shown in Figure 15 indicate that the correction factor escalates

rapidly for pressure variations above 10% while the absolute performance

variation is nearly linear over the range 0 to ±20%.

Although the correction factor can be accurately calculated, large

corrections are undesirable. At pressure variations of ±10%, the maximum

correction factor is only about 0.12%. Consequently, simplified correlation

plots with only a few curves would be adequate because interpolation errors

of even 10% to 20% would amount to performance errors of only 0.01% to 0.02%.

However, with P variations of ±20% or higher, an accurate determination of
c

the correction factor would be required to avoid compromising the performance

prediction accuracy of the motor.

Based on the correction factor curve shown in Figure 15, UTC recommends

that a maximum P variation of ±10% be allowed for the Super BATES motor.
C

Although the extremely small correction factor at 5% is attractive, the

error resulting from a 0.12% correction at ±10% pressure should be no more

than 0.02% which seems acceptable in light of the projected thrust stand

accuracy (±0.10%). Clearly the design should strive for as neutral a trace

as possible, but the small improvement in accuracy from ±10% P to ±5% P does
c c

not justify major compromises in the design.

3.1.2 Effect of Grain Geometry on Pressure Neutrality

The effect of propellant grain geometry on pressure neutrality was

analyzed.
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Interest focused on cylindrically perforated double end burning grains

because this configuration offers simplicity, web thickness flexibility, and

excellent neutrality. Grain design flexibility was evaluated in terms of

pressure neutrality and propellant exponent.

3.1.2.1 Derivation of Pressure Neutrality Relationships - The equations

relating P neutrality and grain geometry were derived assuming throat erosionC

effects to be negligible. Variables used in the derivation are shown in the

list of abbreviations and symbols at the end of this appendix.

For steady state operation the pressure and surface area can be related

by equating the propellant mass flow through the nozzle with the mass leaving

the grain.

P - C
c At gc

;n P a Pcn Ab

/ 1~-n - _ __

a P C*l 1-n 1-n 1-n
Pc Atgc ) Ab =c Ab

Since throat area changes are small, the term in parenthesis above is

a constant. Average pressure can be related to average surface area through

the burning rate relationship.
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C tb

n n

= a PC = a c Ab

dt = dw/i

b
tb = o 1 P-n dw C wb Ab dw

Ab = Ab dw

twb
• " c = c t--- b

This expression for average pressure can be simplified through the definition

of average burning rate.
Wb/tb = r = a P-n

PC =c -- n Ab

Pressure variations can be expressed in terms of surface area variations

which can be related to the grain design.

Ab PC -NI0

Ab Pc'/c V
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If K(X, 6) is defined as P n n then
C C

1-n 1-n
Ab Pc PPe Kfl

-=f= -1j K, 6) .() K(X, 6)

An investigation showed that P n and P n were essentially equal for the
c C

range of grain designs being considered for Super BATES. The extreme case of

a square wave pressure trace was examined to determine the maximum variation

of these two pressure averages. For pressure variations of ±5% and ±10% the

Pressure mi
Pmi n

Time

values of K and the maximum error incurred by neglecting K were calculated as

shown below.

Pressure Actual Pressure Variation

Variation, for K Assumed to be Unity,

% K Square Wave %

+ 5 0.9997 5.09

±10 0.9989 10.13

Since the variations for the skewed parabolic traces characteristic of

the Super BATES grain will be much less than for a square wave, the pressure

variations can be calculated based on surface area and average surface area

without determining the K factor for each grain.

For a cylindrically perforated double end burning grain, the surface

area variations can be calculated in nondimensional form directly from the

geometry where wf = w/D.
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" x 2 (d + 2 2) +
Ab 2x D d 21 + ld + 2w)L 2wi

Ab (~ +26 1 2 -
Ab= . 1 4wf/A + 26wf - 6 wf 2, 0 < wf j < --fD 2 X X2 2W

The average nondimensional surface area can be calculated by integrating

the above expression.over the web.

Ab = 2 X Ab 6(A + 1)

= 2 -l -2dwf 2X
J0

The surface area ratio n is simply the quotient of the instantaneous and

average nondimensional surface areas.

2(l + 4 6wf - 12wf2)+ X2 6- 8wf) - 1

- 5X(A + 1)

The variation of 9 with grain L/D (6) is shown in Figure 16 for a grain

B/A (A) of 1.25. Minimum values of n occur at the optimum L/D of 1.9 for this

B/A. The curves are not symmetric about the average surface area. The

variations at minimum surface area are always larger than the variations at

maximum surface area. For this study, pressure neutrality has been strictly

defined as the maximum deviation from average pressure. Therefore, a trace

whose minimum pressure was 10% below average, but whose maximum pressure was

only 5% above average would still be considered to have a pressure neutrality

of 10%.

The variation at maximum surface area can be calculated by taking the

derivative of n with web fraction.

d_ t 46), - 24wf ),2 = 6N- 2
dwf 6),()+ 1) 6X

2 3 + 62) + 26),+ 1 2 < _3X 1
omax 3 6 6 + ) 1
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The relationship for rm is mathematically valid for all values of 6,max
but beyond the range indicated the maximum value of n will physically occur

beyond the motor case or inside the actual propellant surface.

The largest surface area variations occur at the minimum point at

ignition for 3X + 1 and at burnout for 6 3 + 1.
2), 2X

3X+ I
X2 + 26- 1, 1 2X

6X (Q + 1)

3N + 1
7= 2 (A6 - A, + 1), 5 2X

6 ( + 1)

The pressure neutrality can be calculated from the surface area variations

PI1-n 1-1 1-n

PN P (Abmin/Ab) 1 - or = (1 = PN)
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The values *of 6 (L/D) can be calculated for any desired value of n.

2 3X + 1
X - 1 , >) 2X

77?X (X + 1) - 2

3X + 1

6- 2 (N - 1) , 2N
2 X - ?7 (N + 1)

If A (B/A) 2 - n then there is no maximum length.
n

3.1.2.2 Investigation of Grain Pressure Neutrality Characteristics - The

equations developed in the previous section were used to investigate the pres-

sure neutrality characteristics of the baseline circular perforated double end

burning grain design. Based on the neutrality study presented in Section 3.1.1,

pressure variations up to ±10% were considered. The grain design study showed

that a pressure neutrality of considerably less than 5% could be achieved for

significant ranges of motor length and web. However, a 5% limit on pressure

variations would severely restrict motor operation in several areas, whereas

a 10% limit on pressure variation removed these restrictions completely.

The effects of pressure variation and burning rate exponent on the maximum

allowable web fraction are presented in Figure 17. Although the maximum web

shows worthwhile gains from 5% to 10% pressure variation, the gains for further

increases in allowable pressure variation will tend to be small. Considering

the large relative increase in performance error noted iP Section 3.1.1 for

pressure variations beyond 10%, there seems to be little advantage in extending

the allowable pressure variations beyond the recommended ±10%. The increase in

allowable web for lower burning rate exponents reduces the pressure variations

considerably for low values of n. Most high burning rate propellants which

would require a thicker web also have high burning rate exponents. Therefore,

this grain design study used a maximum exponent of 0.65 for the high energy

propellants for ballistic missiles.
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The allowable range of grain length for a given web is a more important

design parameter than the maximum web. Figure 18 shows the variation of B/A

(A) and L/D (6) for two pressure variations (5% and 10%) and three propellant

exponents (0.35, 0.5, 0.65). The curves are sharply cusped near the maximum

B/A and are relatively flat for values of L/D less than 0.8 B/Amax or greater

than 1.15 B/A max. Allowable grain length and web are shown in Figure 19 for

an outside grain diameter of 28 in. A grain diameter of 28 in., which is

roughly equivalent to an average port diameter of 25 in., emerged as the most

attractive diameter based on the grain geometry considerations presented in

this section together with the residence time, ignition transient, erosive

burning, and heat transfer considerations presented in the following sections.

The impait of increasing the pressure variations from 5% to 10% on allowable

grain length is quite dramatic. With 5% variation the grain length is restricted

to a relatively narrow range for an n of 0.65. However, with a pressure

variation of 10% the grain length can vary by a factor of 2 at the nominal web

of 2.5 in. and by a factor of 1.5 at the largest primary web of 3.5 in.
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Pressure neutrality helps determine the choice of grain diameter by

restricting the allowable grain length variations for given propellant webs.

With a grain diameter of 23 in. (average port diameter of 20 in.) the allowable

grain length variation at the nominal web of 2.5 in. would fall from 40 in.

(for a 28-in. OD) to only 22 in. which is inadequate to cover the full range

of grain lengths for the Super BATES. With a grain diameter of 33 in.

(average port diameter of 30 in.), the range of allowable grain lengths at

maximum web would increase beyond the range required. Further study showed

that the capabilities of a 28-in. diameter grain were sufficient to handle the

full range of Super BATES grain lengths within the maximum pressure limits of

±10%. The effective grain length equals twice the actual grain length divided

by the number of end surfaces burning. By using a segmented grain with the

upstream face of the head end segment inhibited as needed, the number of burn-

ing end surfaces can be any integral treater than or equal to one. The

resulting pressure variation curves intersect as shown in Figure 20. Over the
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range of grain lengths from 50 in. to 180 in. required for Super BATES, the

average pressure variation at the nominal web is under 3%. Even at the

largest primary web of 3.5 in., the maximum variation is only 10% with the

K average variation under 5%. Therefore, a 28-in.-diameter grain provides

acceptable pressure neutrality characteristics over the full range of grain

lengths required for Super BATES. If a particular test requires extremely

low pressure variations, the values shown in Figure 20 can be further reduced.

Surface histories roughly approximating fractional end surfaces can be achieved

by inhibiting part of the head end face of the grain. This approach can be

used to achieve reduced pressure variation for virtually all conditions.

3.2 Evaluation of Residence Time Requirements and Geometric Constraints

Chamber residence time could prove to be one of the most significant

design parameters for Super BATES. Short chamber residence times are

desirable to minimize the performance uncertainty during the ignition and

shutdown transients. However, long residence times are desirable to allow

the combustion efficiency to achieve the levels found in full-scale motors.
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kesidence time/performance data indicate that aluminum combustion is

essentially complete after residence times as short as 10 to 15 msec. Two

typical efficiency curves taken from the NASA Solid Propellant Selection

Monograph are shown in Figure 21. Both curves predict small performance

changes beyond 20 msec, the minimum allowable residence time for preliminary

motor sizing.

Residence time given by the following equation is directly proportional

to L*.
P PcVol (/P

SP* AT V* )
For L* in inches and T in msec, the term in parentheses is typically

0.039 msec/in. for high energy propellants. Average residence time and L* are

shown in Figure 22 for a number of large SRMs. Most of the motors have

average residence times between 50 and 150 msec and L* between 1,200 and

4,000 in. Actually mean residence time is somewhat misleading. Since most

ballistic missiles achieve volumetric loadings of 90%, the residence time at

ignition is less than 20% of the residence time when half the propellant has

been expended. Therefore, several of the upper-stage motors will have initial

residence times of 10 msec to 15 msec where L* effects are beginning to be

important.

The Super BATES will be designed to simulate the average chamber environments

of large solid motors. The high velocity, short residence time, and erosive

burning conditions found in large solid motors at ignition cannot be accurately

simulated Jn Super BATES due to the large pressure drop down the motor and the

wide variation in P that would occur with the baseline grain design. Thec

severe conditions often found in large solid motors at ignition soon disappear

and in general do not have a major impact on average motor performance. There-

fore, a Super BATES test designed to match average large motor chamber condi-

tions will provide the most meaningful performance simulation.
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Motor residence time and average grain dimensions were related for throat

diameters from 4 in. to 12 in. For a double end-burning grain with circular

port, the propellant volume in a segment is

Volume = [URT+Web\2 We x r!PRTLWe
Propellant -4 O " e)e

The average surface area is simply iDPORTL which differs from the surface area

at half web by at most a few percent. Neglecting the initial gap between grain

segments, the chamber volume at half web is

Volumechamber = D 2 x L + 21 DpORT x Web 2 x NSEGMTS

If for conservatism the volume between segments is neglected since most of the

gas-flow bypasses this largely stagnant region, then effective chamber volume
2

as shown in Figure 23 equals r/4 D L. The mean characteristic length
PORT

given by the following equation is directly proportional to residence time.

r/4 1PORT L x LDOT• -=2 = ,xLv/4 DT2 DT

Selecting 20 msec as a minimum residence time determines both a minimum volume

for each throat diameter and a minimum average propellant surface area for

each average port diameter. As an example, for an 8-in. throat and a
2

25-in port, the grain length is 51 in. and the surface area is 4,005 in. for

a residence time of 20 msec.

Curves of minimum ,,urface area for 20 msec residence time were generated

as a function of average port diameter and throat diameter as shown in

Figure 24. Constant surface area 1) P, DT2 is given by

VC _ /4 DPORT2 L DPORT Ab-,L* = -- =fiAT W/4 DT2  i DT2
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The surface area and throat diameters of candidate large solid rocket motors

were located in Figure 24. The dashed line for an average port diameter of

14.96 in. represents the smallest port that could be used for a 20 msec

residence time excepting the second-stage Poseidon. The second-stage Poseidon

(C3) has a burning rate of roughly 0.6 in./sec (which reduced surface area)

at a pressure of 330 psia (which required a large throat). This combination

of high burning rate and low pressure was due to the excessively high burning

rates of early double base propellants and will not likely be repeated in any

future motors for ballistic missiles or large booster applications.

To hold the test motor length to a reasonable value it is necessary to

scale down the very large solid motors to the Super BATES propellant and

thrust capabilities. Correct chamber pressure should be maintained with throat

area and surface area both reduced proportionately. At the maximum large

motor burning rate (0.61 in./sec at 1,200 psia for the second-stage 88-in. MX)

a surface area of 14,000 in.2 gives a maximum thrust of 150,000 lb. Therefore,

14,000 in.2 was selected as a preliminary maximum surface area for Super BATES.

With this surface area the other very large solid motors scale down to flow

rates of 300 to 500 lb/sec and throat diameters from 7.4 to 10.7 in. which

are within the capabilities of the Super BATES.

An average port diameter around 25 in. looks attractive. The maximum
2

grain length required for a surface area of 14,000 in. is 178 in. for a

25-in. average port diameter. The motor becomes excessively long for

D 120. in. while po..t diameters of 30 in. or more result in excessively large
F

free volume. Specifically the curves drawn for a residence time of 20 msec in

Figure 24 can be redrawn for longer residence times. Since T a DPORT is

constant for a constant surface area, the curves will lie along the dashed

14.96-in. port diameter curve for residence times of 20 msec x "PORT /14.96.

These values tabulated on the figure represent the minimum average residence

time (corresponding to the MX-3, 88-in. diameter). All other motors would

have longer average residence times. Based on the combustion efficiency curves

presented in Figure 21 an average port diameter around 25 in. provides an ade-

quate residence time (33 msec) for aluminum combustion without causing excessively

long ignition and shutdown transients.
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For purposes ofignition and tailoff transient evaluation a typical upper

*/Dp bound (= Ab/wDhT2 ) is shown in Figure 24. This upper bound average L*

is roughly double the lower bound and encompasses virtually all the current

LId future large solid motors. These L* bounds do not restrict the operation

of the Super BATES, but they do indicate the primary range of operation based

on available motor data.

3.3 Aluminum Combustion

A study was conducted to predict the performance losses in the Super

BATES attributable to incomplete combustion of the aluminum and to compare the

results with similar predictions for the 15 lb and 70 lb BATES motors as well

:is typical full-scale motors.

A burning rate law for the aluminum agglomerates leaving the propellant

surface and a model of the flow field in the chamber are required to predict

particle trajectories, residence times, and combustion efficiency.

Burning times for single aluminum particles have been measured in premixed

flames at atmospheric pressure, (1,2) in oxygen argon mixtures,(3)" and in
(4)

simulated solid propellant gases at various pressures. Burning times

iR. Friedman and A. Macek, "Ignition and Combustion of Aluminum Particles in
Hot Ambient Gases," Combustion and Flame, Vol. 6, 1962, p. 62.

R. Friedman and A. Macek, "Combustion Studies of Single Aluminum Particles,"
9th Symposium (International) on Combustion, Academic Press (New York, 1963)

p. 703.
3R. P. Wilson, Jr., and F. A. Williams, "Experimental Study of the Combustion
of Single Aluminum Particles in 02 /AR,"' 13th Symposium (International) on

Combustion, The Combustion Institute (Pittsburg, 1971) p. 833.
4A. Davis, "Solid Propellants: The Combustion of Particles of Metal Ingredients,''

Combustion and Flame, Vol. 7, 1963, p. 359.



also have been measured for aluminum agglomerates shed from propellant strands

using high-speed photography( 5 ' 6 ) and quenched-particle collectors( 7 ). The

data indicate that the time required for a particle of initial diameter dp to

burn to completion may be expressed as 0

d n

tb =PdO-

where n is between 1.5 and 1.8 and k depends on ambient conditions. The

empirical value for n falls between the theoretical values of 2, corresponding

to a vapor phase diffusion flame model, and 1, corresponding to a surface

combustion model (8). Values of k determined by various investigators are shown

in Table 1. The lowest values of k, obtained at low pressure in experiments with

single particles are inapplicable under SRM conditions.

The single-particle measurements of Davis were made in oxidizer-rich

gases at pressures from 300 to 3,000 psia and temperatures from 1,3000 to

3,200 K, and show an increase in burning rate with increasing pressure and

temperature. The measurements on the burning rate of agglomerates from

propellant strands by Pokhil and Belyaev are somewhat lower than Davis's data,

probably due to the lower oxidizer level. Belyaev studied the effect of

oxidizing species concentration and concluded that

k - C1 (H 20 + CO 2)0.9

5 P. F. Pokhil, V. S. Logachev, and V. M. Mal'tsev, ''Coalescence of Metal
Particles During the Combustion of Metallized Ballistic Compositions and
Fuel-Oxidizer Mixtures,'' Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva, Vol. 6, 1970, p. 80.

6 P. G. Willoughby, UTC measurements, unpublished.

7A. F. Belyaev, B. S. Ermolaev, A. I. Korotkov, and Y. V. Frolov, ''Combustion
Characteristics of Powdered Aluminum,'' Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva, Vol. 5,
1969, pp. 207-217.

8R. Friedman and A. Macek, "Ignition and Combustion of Aluminum Particles in
Hot Ambient Gases,'' ibid.



TABLE 1. ALUMINUM PARTICLE BURNING RATE CONSTANTS

Source K, cm 1 8 sec -1* Condition

Friedman and Macek 0.004 to 0.006 Single particle, low P, C3 H 8/02
(see ref. 1 and 2) flame

Wilson and Williams 0.004 Single particle, low P, 0 2 /Ar,
(see ref. 3) laser ignition

Davis (see ref. 4) 0.017 to 0.026 Single particle, high P, AP/PF
strand

Pokhil (see ref. 5) 0.009 to 0.013 High P, Al/AP/PF strand

Belyaev (see ref. 6) 0.009 High P, Al/AP/PMM strand

UTC (see ref. 7) 0.08 High P, Al/AP/PBAN strand

UTC (see ref. 10) 0.15 Motor data, high P, Al/AP/PBAN
propellant

* For consistency, the k values have been adjusted to correspond to a value

of n = 1.8 so that tb - d .8

b k

where C1 is a constant and aH20 and aCO2 are the mass fractions of H 20 and
CO 1 H

UTC's cinematographic observation of aluminum agglomerates burning on and
1.8

near the surface of a propellant strand suggest a value for k of 0.08 cm

-1I (9)
sec , almost a factor of 10 greater than observed by Pokhil and Belyaev.

The reason for this apparent discrepancy is not understood at present but may

be due to velocity lags and a more highly oxidizing environment in the UTC

experiments.

Significantly higher values of k derived from motor data are inferred from

the experimental combustion efficiencies and measured initial agglomerate size

9 P. G. Willoughby, ibid.
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(10)

distributions, as shown by the last entry in Table 1. Somewhat higher

burning rates might be expected in actual SRM cavities because of the higher

temperature and more severe radiation environment than in the case of a pro-

pellant strand. Particle fragmentation also may occur in the motor cavity,

leading to an apparent increase in agglomerate burning rate.

The aluminum burning rate in the motor cavity may also be influenced

significantly by the velocity lag between the aluminum agglomerates and the

accelerating gases. If the lag results in a sizable gas velocity relative to

the burning particles, the flame zone would move closer to the aluminum surface,

thereby causing greater heat transfer to the particle and a greater vaporization

rate.

The wide discrepancies in aluminum burning rates shown in Table I were

investigated to determine their effect on the design of the Super BATES. Lower

values of k favor longer residence times to achieve complete combustion.

Burning rate constants in the 0.009 to 0.013 cm1.8 sec 1 range reported in the

Russian literature by Pokhil and Belyaev could make accurate simulation of

large motor combustion environments extremely difficult to achieve by ballistic

test motors with comparatively low L*. Therefore, the probable range of the

aluminum burning rate constant must be determined tc appropriately select the

size of the Super BATES and predict the level of scaling required to match

large motor performance.

The size of the aluminum agglomerates leaving the propellant surface is one

of the primary variables determining the fraction of unburned aluminum leaving

the chamber. The mass median particle diameter, <d>, is defined by

<d>J0 D3 N(D) dD
___o__= 1/2

____D D3 N(D) dD

1OR. W. Hermsen, and P. G. Willoughby, Unpublished measurements of aluminum
agglomerate size for two propellants at various pressures; calculations of
motor combustion efficiency; and comparison with experimental data.
November, 1969.
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where N(D) dl) is the number fraction of particles with •o N(D) dD = I correlated

with propellant burning rate for a wide range of solid propellants as shown in

Figure 25. A preliminary trade study showed that burniug rates of candidate

large ballistic missiles fell mostly in the range 0.3 to 0.5 in./sec. The

mass median aluminum particle diameter ranges from roughly 180p at 0.3 in./sec

to 1001i for propellant burning rates above 0.55 in./sec. A mass median particle

diameter of 19611 was selected to investigate the largest particle size that

would be expected over the Super BATES burning rate range of 0.3 to 1.0 in./sec.

The effects of unburned aluminum on specific impulse efficiency were

determined using UTP-15,908 propellant (Figure 26). UTP-15,908 is a high energy

class 7 aluminized composite propellant developed at UTC during the C4 third-

stage ADP. The effects of unburned aluminum fraction (F) on both optimum and

vacuum specific impulse efficiency shown in Figure 26 are typical of high

energy propellants. The measured aluminum particle distribution for

UTP-15,908 was shifted to match the 196 micron mass median particle size based

on the lowest Super RATES burning rate of 0.3 in./sec.

The size and residence time distributions of aluminum particles were

integrated over the burn time to obtain an accurate evaluation of aluminum

combustion efficiency. For selected grain configurations, the velocity

distribution can be expressed in closed form solution to determine a particle

residence time distribution for a given mean residence time neglecting particle

lags. Selecting the initial aluminum particle size distribution and the

particle burning rate constant, k, the instantaneous unburned aluminum

fraction (F) and specific impulse efficiency (nI -COMBUSTION) can be calculated.
sp

The latter can be integrated over the burn time to obtain the average specific

impulse efficiency due to incomplete aluminum combustion in the chamber.

The predicted combustion efficiencies of the BATES and Super BATES test

motors were compared with the second-stage Minuteman as a function of the

aluminum burning rate constant, k, for a mass median particle diameter of

196 microns. Simulation of the second-stage Minuteman in the Super BATES

required an L* near the lower bound identified in Figure 24 and therefore
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provides a critical test of the ability of Super BATES to model combustion

efficiency in large solid motors.

Comoustion efficivncy pjrdictions shown in Figure 27 for four te.,;t motors

(25-in. and 20-in. average port diameter Super BATES, 70-lb and 15-lb BATES)

exhibit similar I efficiencv characteristics. Since these test motors all
sIp

have relatively 1oW v\Oltlftti: loadini',, tihey tend to opurate ;if nearly con!;tant

combustion efficiency throughout the firing and are more sensiti-e to the

value of k.

The efficiency characteristic for the second-stage. Minuteman is typical of

highly loaded operationalnmotors. Operational motors often have low initial

values of L* (under 10 in.) even though their average L* may be quite high.

Therefore, a substantial fraction of the aluminum leaves the chamber unburned

during the initial low L* period and very little aluminum leaves the chamber

1.0077V TV F-
0.98 00

0.96 V

0.92 -i

0.90 15- AND 70-LB BATES0.90 _t ----- L _,
SMALLER PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

0.861i.!L
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Figure 27. Effect of Incomplete Aluminum Combustion
on I Efficiency
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unburned during the rVimainder of the firing. This wide fluctuation in L* makes

the combustion efficiency less sensitive to the value of k in an operational

motor than in a constant L* test motor.

Combustion efficiency losses are excessively large at the low values of

k (0.009 to 0.013) reported by the Russian investigators Pokhil and Belyaev.

Although these experiments provide interesting insights into aluminum combustion,

they apparently did not accurately model the environment in large solid motors.

The radiation level in a large motor chamber would be much more intense. More

important, the high flow velocities in actual motors could substantially

increase the mass transfer rate and make k a function of the motor flow field.

Although the equivalent value of k must lie above the Russian values, the state

of knowledge on aluminum combustion is not sufficient at this time to precisely

define the equivalent aluminum burning rate constant.

The Super BATES should be designed to match the combustion efficiency of

large solid motors over a wide range of k values to minimize the uncertainties

owing to present incomplete knowledge of aluminum combustion. A simulation by

Super BATES (with 25-in. average port diameter) of the second-stage Minuteman

would equal or exceed the full-scale motor combustion efficiency for values of

k greater than about 0.03. A scaledown of 0.3% to 0.5% would be required to

match full-scale motor efficiency. However, increased aluminum combustion

in the high velocity flow fields of large motors at ignition could raise the

predicted second-stage Minuteman efficiency curve and match the efficiency of

a Super BATES with a 25-in. average port diameter over a wide range of k. A

Super BATES simulation (with 20-in. average port diameter) of the second-stage

Minuteman would fall below the full-scale motor performance over a wide range

of k and consequently would not be as attractive a design as one with 25-in.

average port diameter in terms of matching large motor combustion efficiency.

The BATES motors fall considerably below the combustion efficiency of

large motors at low values of the aluminum burning rate constant, k. These

extremely low predicted values of I efficiency for values of k betweensp
0.009 and 0.013 reported in the Russian literature further support the higher
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values of k derived by IJTC from motor firings. Even at higher values of k, the

combustion efficiencies of the 70-lb BATES and especially the 15-lb BATES fall

well below the level achieved in full-scale motors. The Super BATES equals or

exceeds full-scale motor performance over a wide range of k values and should

be able to offer a significant improvement in modeling large motor combustion

efficiency.

3.4 Ignition and Shutdown Transients

An ignition and shutdown transient study was conducted to determine the

effects of motor design variables on transient impulse and ensure that the

Super BATES could meet the 5% transient impulse fraction specified in the SOW.

The total impulse during the ignition and tailoff transients is determined

by a number of factors as shown in Figure 28. Chamber L* and propellant

burning rate exponent are the most important factors. Flame propagation rate

TAI LOFF WEB

9M0% THI CKNESS

; (PROPELLANT EXPONENT
CHAMBER L
NOZZLE SEPARATION

IGNITER
FLOW RATE FLAME PROPAGATION TIME

I P" •,10% PC

TIMETO FIRST IGNITION -"
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Figure 28. Factors Affecting Ignition and Tailoff Transients
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plays a significant role in determining thie shape of the ignition transient,

and talloff web Lhickness is important during tailoff. The extent of sepa-

cated flow during ignition and tailoff contributes disproportionately to the

pevrformance error due to thic comparatively large uncertainty of the thrust

witti separated flow.

Ilhc upper and lower L,*fi- \/).OI. values generated in the previous section were

used to establish thO, range of anticipated chamber L* for ignition and tailoff

with a 2.5-in. wet). 'T'hie values of L* shown in Figure 29 only increase pro-

portionally to grain diameter (not 1) (2) because motor length decreases with

increasing port diameter. These L* l,ounds do not limit the operation of the

Super BATES. 'They merely indicate the most probable range based on the large

solid motors evaluated.

Propellant ignition characteristics were based on established engineering

relationships. Igniter mass flux requirements depend on the propellant, but an

ignition mass flux of 9.2 lb/ft 2-sec (corresponding to a convective flux of

2,500
i JFB 2.5 IN.
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Figure 29. L* vs Grain Diameter Upper

and Lower Bounds for Ignition and Tailoff
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100 cal/cm2-sec) is typical for an ignition delay of 50 msec. A flow rate of

15.4 lb/sec was used based on an average port diameter of 25 in. with a

2.5-in. web. For this size port, a flame propagation time of 50 msec is a con-

servative value fur the maximum 180-in. motor length.

Flow separation effects were examined in considerable detail to define the

fraction of ignition transient iiypulsv contributed by separated flow. The

Super BATES specification limits the transient impulse fraction to 5%. If, for

instance, the performance error generated by the transients is to be no more than

the accuracy of the thrust stand (0.1%), then the average performance uncertainty

during the transients must not exceed 2%. Based on the pressure neutrality

study presented earlier a 27 uncertainty seems reasonable unless there is a

large impulse uncertainty generated by the separated flow region. Equations

for nozzle separation pressure were collected from several sources. The results

are shown in Figure 30 together with exit pressure curves for various expansion

ratios for = 1.15. The equations defining nozzle separation pressure are in

reasonably good agreement. The expression for nozzle separation expansion ratio

depends on propellant 1- For .'2 it lies much closer to the other curves.

25
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The equation I S/IVA 2/3 (1 c/PA)_0.2 was used to determine nozzle separation
and to evaluate separated impulse fraction. The results shown in Figure 31

indicate that for large L* where transient response is important, only 7% to

9% of the ignition impulse (0.2% to 0.3% of the motor impulse for a 5% transient

impulse fraction) occurs in the region of separated flow. Therefore, even

relatively large uncertainties in separated flow performance (e.g., 10%) will

not significantly contribute to the total performance inaccuracy (-0.025%).

Ignition transient characteristics were determined as a function of chamber

L* and equilibrium pressure for a burning rate exponent of 0.65 as shown in

Figure 32. Two parameters were calculated: (1) T9 0 %, defined as the time from

igniter signal to 90% of equilibrium pressure and (2) T, defined as the equiva-

lent time at full thrust (i.e., I IF ). Both parameters are' IGNITION EQUILIBRIUM

linear with L* and increase only slightly with pressure primarily due to the

decreasing igniter contribution.

The effect of residual web on the tailoff characteristics was investigated

to determine grain dimensional accuracy requirements. Tailoff impulse was cal-

culated from full pressure to 10% of full pressure. The governing parameter is

residual web/burning rate at full pressure as shown in Figure 33. At a nominal

burning rate of 0.5 in./sec, a tailoff web of 0.015 in. is required to hold W/l

to 0.030 sec. The equivalent time T, increases by roughly 0.02 sec from W/ý

of 0.030 to 0.060 sec which would require an additional motor burn time of

0.4 sec to maintain a 5% transient impulse fraction. Tailoff characteristics

are replotted as a function of burnout L* in Figure 34.

The Super BATES can maintain a 5% transient impulse fraction with a

grain diameter of 28 in. The time required (T6) for the transient impulse to

equal any desired fraction (6) of the total impulse is simply (TIGNITION +

rTA LOFF)/6 or in this case T5 % = 20 x (rIGNITION + •TAILOFF" The value

of T5 % is shown in Figure 35 for the typical upper and lower L* bounds shown

in Figure 29. For grain diameters of 28 in. or less$ the primary burn time

range of 4 to 7 sec is sufficient to keep the transient impulse fraction.

below 5%.A" - : i- <i
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3.5 Erosive Burning Effects

A study was conducted to determine the burning rate augmentation due to

propellant mass flux as a function of grain diameter. Burning rate increases

when a high mass flux of gas passes parallel to the burning propellant surface.

This effect, erosive burning, stems from increased heat transfer from the flame

to the propellant surface. Erosive burning can become very significant when a

high mass flux is coupled with a low burning rate. Under these conditions, the

heat transfer is high due to the convective flow acro-s the surface associated

with the high mass flux and the low blowing from the surface since the burning

rate is low. The increased heat transfer can enhance the burning rate

considerably.

Several expressions have been developed to predict erosive burning. The

expression developed by Lenoir and Rohillard has been used extensively.

Thdir expression ccmbines aspects of fluid flow and heat transfer and

postulates a central core of flowing combustion gases surrounded by

transpiring propellaut walls. Tlhe augmentation of burning rate
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is related to convective heat transfer and is, therefore, dependent on the

combustion gas flow rate. Their erosive burning rate expression it;

.j rbP
GO. 8  Gýb + i D°.-'F e G

where

a,3 = empirical constants

G = mass flux in port parallel to burning surface

D - hydraulic diameter of the port

= *0.2 e
r rDO

since G = +1Ap

and A = . ....

and D = 4 port area
wetted perimeter

Figure 36 shows the relationship between a and the hydraulic bore diameter.

It shows that a continuously decreases with increasing bore diameter. ý was

assumed equal to 70 for all motors. While this figure only shows diameters

up to 7.5 in., data for the Titan III show that a - 0 for a 40-in. bore diameter.

In this .study a linear interpolation was used to arrive at an a for the range

of Super BATES bore diameters.

Ballistic analysis of the proposed Super BATES grain configurations

indicate erosive burning is not significant. If the mass flow rate/mass flux

of the Super BATES is increased, erosive burning will be analyzed and accounted

for as described above.
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3.6 Heat Transfer Analysis

An analysis was conducted to determine the expected total heat transfer

loss to candidate chamber and nozzle insulation materials as a function of

exposure time. The thermal analysis was performed with gas properties char-

acteristic of high energy aluminized propellants (TF = 6,0900 F, c* = 5,400 ft/sec,

y = 1.14) at a chamber pressure of 1,500 psia with an 8-in. throat and a flow

rate of 450 lb/sec to determine the heat losses under a severe thermal environ-

ment. Conventional filled rubber insulation was used in the chamber. Heat

fluxes in the chamber were primarily radiative even in the aft closure region

due to the relative low flow velocities that existed throughout the motor.

The baseline nozzle incorporated erosion resistant materials which minimized

contour change during the firing even at high pressure permitting multiple

reuse of the throat package to minimize nozzle cost. The submerged portion of

the nozzle was insulated with silica phenolic and was exposed to the largely

radiative chamber environment. The throat package consisted of carbon phenolic

entrance and exit sections with pyrolytic graphite washers in the throat backed

up with graphite. The exit cone was silica phenolic. Convection dominated the

heat transfer in the throat and exit portions of the nozzle.
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Theimal response characteristics. basically fell into two classes as shown

in Figure 37. The low thermal conductivity materials in the chamber and the

submerged portion of the nozzle reached their equilibrium surface temperatures

in a few seconds. The largely radiative environment minimized the net heat flux.

variations since reradiation from the insulation was still small at surface

temperatures around 3,00() 0F. These fast response materials are essentially in

thermal equilibrium within the nominal 5-sec burn time and account for 75% of

the total heat loss. The materials in the nozzle throat have relatively high

thermal conductivities, respond more slowly, and reach higher surface temnpera-

tures than the chamber insulation. Furthermore, with a largely convective

environment, there is a significant reduction in net heat flux as the surface

temperatures increase. The response of the silica phenolic exit cone is not

appreciably faster than the throat due to the low heat fluxes and completely

convective environment ii- the exit cone. These slow response materials do not

reach thermal equilibrium within the burn time of the Super BATES. However,

the slow response materials in the nozzle account for only about 25% of the

total heat loss, and although they may

transfer twice the equilibrium heat

flux over a 5-sec firing, the weighted .

effect on overall motor thermal equili- / Oi RESPONStEMAIER rIAt oSNOZZ•' INTRAN . THROAT, ERIT CONE

brium is only about 15%. 125%Or TOTAL'

FAST RESPONS[ AflPIALS

.CKAMBR INSULATION INCLUDING

Total heat losses for a 5-sec SusOER=W NOMEzt
IS•O TOTAII

firing were calculated for different -

areas of the motor to determine the

magnitude and distribution of heat

losses. The total heat losses shown

in Table 2 are 174,400 BTU split o.5

60/40 between the chamber and the noz-

zle. Heat losses to the fast response

materials account for roughly 75% of o 0 i] 5 10 I

the total. Heat losses to the sub- [YPOSUR[ TIMT. SC

merged portion of the nozzle (for Figure 37. Super BATES Thermal

maximum submergence) and to the Equilibrium Characteristics

05801
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TABLE. 2. S;UIPEIR BA'E:; HEAT LOSS DISTRIJIBUION

TF 6, 0900"; I'' 1 ,500 psia D 8.0 in.

Total IHeat Flow, 5 sec, BTU

a-; t Slow
Locat i oil Response Response

Forward c losure 17,300

Slots - 3 segments 24,700

Aft closure 22,800

Forward case - 15 in exposed 37,600

Total chamber 102,400 102,400

Submerged nozzle 30,500

Throat package 20,100

Exit cone 21,400

Total nozzle 30,500 41,500 72,000

Total motor 132,900 41,500 174,400

Fraction 76.2% 23.8%

forward case (for grains 15 in. shorter than the case segment length) together

account for 1/3 of the total. Use of 30-in. half segments for the case is

extremely beneficial in minimizing heat losses for grain lengths that do not

match the integral 60-in. segment lengths. An adapter ring in the nozzle to

"achieve flexible nozzle submergence is also important to model both two-phase

flow and heat losses due to submergence.

Heat losses were evaluated in terms of their fraction of available energy

and their contribution to specific impulse efficiency. An ideal nozzle converts

roughly 42% of the available chamber enthalpy into directed kinetic energy

for y = 1.15 and an expansion from 1,000 psia to 14.7 psia as:

Ah EXI2 C~ ToL-_ 1 - " _1 _
He 2gcHo0  C To [i]
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For a typical theoretical pi6'tmum sipecific imFulse of 270 sec, 1,507 BTU/lb

are converted into kinetic energy In the expansion process as shown below.

g 2

Ah 1,000/14.7 =2J 1,507 BTU/lb for Isp 1,000/14.7 - 270 sec

From these two equatiohs the fraction of available energy lost due to heat

transfer can be estimated. For a propellant flow rate of 450 lb/sec at

1,500 psia through an 8-in. throat, the total heat loss shown in table II was

174,400 BTU for a 5-sec firing. If 42% of the thermal energy is available

for conversion to kinetic energy then the loss in available energy is roughly

2.2% as shown below.

th Q (174,400 x .42)/(450 x 5) . 32.6 . 2.2%
Ah 1,000/14.7 1,507 1,507

Since I a Ah the predicted specific impulse loss due to heat transfersp
(Isp a Ah) would be about 1% which is roughly half of the loss experienced in

a typical 70 lb BATES firing. Based on the heat flow distribution shown earlier,

the average heat losses in Super BATES should be no higher than 25% above the

equilibrium rate for a full-scale motor. If the full-scale motor grain exposes

large areas of the case early in the firing, the full-scale heat loss fraction

could easily exceed the value for Super BATES. Therefore, a performance scale-

up in Super BATES of at most 0.25% would be expected to match full-scale motor

heat losses.
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SAhI("VlA'IAON.; AND SYMBOLS

a buriiing Fate constant, r* = aP n
C

A aft

Ab burning surface area

ADP advanced development program

AP ammonium perchlorate

A throat area
t

B/A ratio of outer grain radius to inner radius

BTU sometimes classified, depending on use

c cons ant

C* characteristic exhaust velocity

CF thrust coefficient

C local heat transfer coefficient

Cp coolant heat capacity

d inside grain diameter

D outside grain diameter

Dp port diameter

dpo initial diameter of particle

D throat diameter
T

EDP engineering devilopment program

f final. value

F thrust

g acceleration of gravity

i initial value

I theoretical specific impulsesp

K constant

L length of -rain

L* characteristic lengLh

L/D length to diameter (ratio)

m mass flux exponent

m mass flow rate

max maximum value

min minimum value

n pressure exponent, aP n
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

P pressulre

PIiA.N polybutadiAvne-acryl ic acid-acrylonitri le

P chambr pressur.c

PF perch•oryv flucride

P pressurv neutrality = maximum In "P

Q efftect iv, heat relitase in the secondary chamber

burning ratte

it duct radius

Re Reynolds number

RI room temperature

SOw statement of work

SRM solid rocket motor

t time

TA triacetin

tb burn time

T chamber temperaturec

TF flame temperature

tr average residence time

T wall temperature

Ug velocity of gas

UTC United Technology Center

V Poisson's ratio for motor case
C

,w distance burned back

W b web of propellant

L/D

ti Ab %A b

A D/d - grain B/A

burnback for maximum surface area
•, ~3.141.59)

p, propellant density
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APPENDIX B

RESPONSE OF ACCELEROMMTERS TO TRANSITENT ACCELERATIONS

Nwmher 20 eab 11

A maor orton o ou acivit acStahamLaboratories is concerned with the dynamic response character-

istic of inacumets. The a"ticle mesented in this issue of Instrument Notes has been foundtbeogra

value to our Maff menweng The results apply not only to acclerometers, but also to any instumrents whOse

behavior any be described by a linear second order differential equation-

With the kind permnission of the authors and the Bureau of Standards, we are reprinting the paper for the

benefit of those readers who may have missed the original publication in the journal of Research of the Na-

tiocal Buteau of Standards.

Response of Accelerometers to Transient Accelerations*
By Sa~muel Levy and Willaelminca D. YKrol

Curves and tables are shown for the response of accelerometers to transient excid~ng
Accelerations. Three types of acceleration-time relations are considered. When plotte,
they have square, triangular, and half-sine-wave shapes. The natural periods of the aceel-
eroir-ters for which the corn tuations were made were approximately one, one-third, and
one-61.1i of the duration of theu acceleratio'n pulse. Te damping coefficients of the accel-
erometers were 0, 0.4. 0.7. and 1.0 times the critical values. It isi ndicated-that, to obtain
an accuracy of better than 5 percent of the peak Acceleration in meassbring acceleration pulses
having the general characteristics if the triangular or sinusoldal pulses, an amccerometer
must have a natural period of About one-third I he duration of the acceleration pulse, and a
damping constant of about 0.4 to 0.7 of the critical value.

I. Inftodtiction angular pulse of acceleration for an accelerometer
whose natural period is 0.3 the dluration of the pulse

Accelerometers are widely used to mneasure os- and whose dampi;g is 0 0.3, and 0.7 of the critical
dillatory and transient vibrations, value. He also gie l~e'response to a suddenly

The fidelity with which these instruments respond applied constant acceleration for accelerometers
in the cawe of osillatory stimuli has been thoý-ughly with a damping ratio of 0, 0.3, 0.7, and 1.0 times
studied (1, ;Pp.81 to 70T. It is found that, when the the critical value. Welch [31 has determined, on the
damping is between 0.6 and 0.7 of the critical value Westinghouse transient analyzer, the response to
and the natural priod of the accelerometer is less several -kinds of impulses of a 50 c/s single-degree-of-
than about half of the period of the applied accelera- freedom shock measuring instrument having various
tion, the accuracy is satisfactory, amiounts of damping. On the basis of these sciatered

In the case of excitation of the accelerometer by a data, and information for undamped accelerometers
transient vibration, only scattered information is derived by Frankland [4), Biot and Bisplingboff [51,
available regardin the reliability of the response and others, it has been commo~n practice to assume
obtained. W"s 121 gives the response to a tri- that an accelerometer will be acceptable in a given

* Reprinted from )OURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF. STANDARDS. Vol. 45,

No.. A, October. 1950. Research Paper 2138.
Printed in U. S. A.
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application if its damping is 0.6 to 0.7 of the critical Substituting eq 5 into eq 4 gives
value and if its natural period is lews than about half
of the duration of the acceleration pulse. R\ 2 dI RD di

The curves presented in this report were computed Ri r) (6)
to obtain more systematic information regarding the
accuracy of damped accelerometers in measuring For a relatively high frequency accelerometer, R
transient phenomena. is a small number. Under these circumstances, the

first two terms in eq C. become negIigible, and the
H. Theory dimensionless response J is equal to the dimension-

The usual accelerometer is a s ld- less acceleration a. As R becomes larger, the first
r singe-eree-o-ree- and second terms start to have an effect. The

(loin mechanical system. Such a system is shown in primary effect of the second term is to introduce a
figure 1. Means are provided to indicate the relative time lag between the response f and the acceleratioi,
motion s of the internaiomass with respect to the a. The primary effect of the first term is to tend
frame. ".'his relative motion is taken as a measure to make the response E oscillate in value above
of the acceleration, d'y/d*, of the frame. and below the value of the acceleration a.

The equation of motion for the mass m, figure 1,
is

d'z, z1 In. Results
dtL \ut (, Equation 6, giving the relation between the di-

mensionless responses f and the dimensionless ac-
With celeration a," was integrated numerically for three

(2) values of the natural period ratio having approxi-

eq 1 becomes mately the values, R=1, 1/3, 1/5; for four valuea
of the damping ratio, D=0, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0; and for
the three time- stories of acceleration pulse shown

"9-d-t'-c dx +kx=--m--2y' (3) in figure 2. Numerical integration, instead of
direct integration, was used to give results that

could be plotted directly. Small variations from the
d-x + c Z +. X (4 nominal values of R were uned for convenience in

t -m z m - i (4) computing. These values of R are given in table 1.
A spot check of the results was made using the

We wish to know how faithfully the response z of analytical solution of eq 6.
the accelerometer reproduces the time history of the The numerical integration was carried out ,jsing a
applied acceleration dPy/d*' for pulses of acceleration time increment of 1/(20w) times the natural period

of finite durat;-n and arbitrary shape. To give the of the accelerometer. Eight decimal figures were
analysis a wider range of usefulness, eq 4 is written used in the computation.
in dimension.ess form by making the following sub- The results are plotted in figures 3 to I 1. Figures
stitutions: 3, 4, and 5 give the response to a sinusoidal pulse of

acceleration. Figure 3 givies the response when the)/ )dd natural period is about equal to the duration of the
-')/0,-d -.z acceleration pulse. Figures 4 and 5 give similar

r=tfT results with the natura period about one-third and
one-fifth, respectively, of the duration of the accelera-

=--kz/m (dy (5) tion pulse. In each figure, the dimensionless applied
(TO). acceleration, a, is shown by a dotted line; the re-

sponse, f, with the dampin ratio D=0 by curve 1;
D=c/2V--=c/c, with D=0.4 by curve 2; with D=0.7 by curve 3;
R=2vrrt/k/T and with D=1.0 by curve 4.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the response to a tri-
where angular pulse of acceleration, and figures 9, 10, and

r critical valu1e of damping co- show the response to a rectangular pulse. In each
,=2•fi cint figure, the set of curves brings out the effecý of vary-

efficient, ing only the damping ratio D.

T=duration of acceleration pulse to be
measured, IV.Dcussion

2vq•'VGff="umdamped" period of accelerometer, It is evident from an inspection of the figures that
for none of the accelerometrso considered does the

d2 .peak value of acceleration. time history of the dimensionless response E coincide
with the time history of the dimensionless accelera-
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TrAh.9 ,-Zfo ,CCOW A, 004d erttosoa p, Coj,, In column 4, tatI- 1, is given the larget absolute
value of the differem o --a where I and are evalu-
ated at thesame , menuionleas time. The error

..... varies from a minimum of 10 percent to a maximum
.. rro. I'lt•.. d of 136 percent.

I . In column 5, table I, is given the largest absolute
I . After srft I rIg curve value of the difference --a after shifting the f curve

. to the left by the amount Ar given in column 6.
INYFMLNP>W.VPw . . The error in this case is typical of the usual way.of

interpret'i. accelerometer records. This error vanes

0 4 1 ,1 0 17 3 from a minimum of 3 percent to a maximum of 136
.o01 7 - 05 .22 2 percent. If only accelerometers with damping are

1 014 1.4 W6 AN33. 0. 47 1 considered (D 0), the largest error is 32 percent
03. .0 .34 1 acciomte

4 (U 0 il 05 2 when the accelerometer is subjected to accelerat on
.) it) 1 pulses of triangular or sinusoidal time histories.

, , 0 it) W4 'w , 5 1 On the basis of the few cases investigated, an
XI ( . 12 G i .0.4 5 3 optimum value of damping is indicated to be between

S.•1 10 0 - .08 .08 ] •0.4 and 0.7 of the critical value. Itis also indicated
that, to obtain an accuracy of better than 5 percent
of the peak acceleration m mes.urin acceleration

1.014 0 . .61 .. 24) ...... 0.15 a pulses having the general characteristics of the tri-
1.014 0 . % 0 21 o.21 8 2 angular or sinusoidal pulses, an accelerometer mustIL 014 2. 0 .. I 20 22 6 •32

.o, °0 - 22 32 3 .32z 2 6 have a natural *eriod'of less than about one-third
0 M 1 , I .4.3 . 4 , .0 4 7
03M 1 0 .10 07 7 2 the duration of tne acceleration pulse.

W 7. .06 .,7 0 08 1 3 Acknowledgment is due to the Bureau of Aero-

203 .0 . 2.5 0 9 nautics, Navy Department, whose research pro-
.203 ., 7 04 ' :0 .0 i o I 3 jecta on vibration pickups have provided the impetus

M3 0 .07 .13 .07 07 $ for the work presented in this paper. The authors
.. oa also extend thanks to L. W. Roberson and 1. Smith

s PuLsE, -for assistance in computing the many response curves
1014 0 1,0 1 00 1 0o 0.04 9 1 and preparing the figures and table.
1 0 14 0 4 0 .25 1,00 0 49 .19 9 2

53 .22 9 3
1.014 1 1.0 -. 01 1,0 50 .28 4
0334 0 1.00 L00 10OD .01 10 I

.334 0.4 0.5 1"00 o.00 W 10° 2 2
34 .7 .03 1.00 240 .08 1 0 3

I .334 1.0 .O0 1.00 , W .10 10 4
.2K) 0 1.00 200 10 D .02 i1t
2D3 0,4 0.33 . O1 050 .03 11 2

.203l .7 .05 100 .540 .04 11 2
203 1.0 00 1.00 --. 50 .06 i

tion a. In many cases, however, the coincidence can

b markedly improved by considering the response
curves to be shifted a small distance to the left.
They can also be improved, in those cases where
oscillatory respolssc is present, by fairing a line
through the oscillatory response. Both of these
methods of record improvement are commonly em-
ployed.

The errors of the various accelerometers for the
acceleration pulses considered are given in table 1.
In columns 1 and 2,' respectively, are iiven the
accelerometer characteristics: R, ratio of natural
period to pulse duration; and I), ratio of damping
consLant to critical value.

In column 3, table 1, is given the difference be-
tween the maximum value o dimexisionlesR response,
E, and the maximum value of the dimensionless ap- Fzousz 1. Sing -de&gre-of-!reodom aytlm cpresnaeiuf

plied acceleration, a. The error varies from 0 to 100 aG!Wo,,eLr.
p ercen t. Dl it at Itam Is V, dlpbclf iiii9 o tt el'll~ m b Iiiii;ba s,~ y di/ spn.

percent. of Int fsa W with MWa to from b X-f-f.
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APPENDIX C. LOAD CELL SPECIFICATIONS

1.0 SCOPE

This general specification covers the requirements of strain gage load

cell transducers used to determine rocket motor thrust parameters during static

testing.

2.0 REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Type

The transducer element shall be a four-arm bridge, bonded strain gage

with split modular resistors for temperature and sensitivity compensation.

The resistance bridge circuit shall be electro-mechanically coupled to a force

sensing element.

The function shall be such that the applied force will vary the balance

of the bridge in a manner to produce an electrical output signal proportional

to the applied force.

2.2 Materials

The materials selected for fabrication of each transducer shall be satis-

factory for use in direct water spray, temperatures from 00 to 2500F and highly

corrosive or oxidizing atmospheres.

2.3 Physical Characteristics

The dimensions of the transducer shall be as small in size as possible

without sacrificing elements of strength or function. The specification number

shall be engraved on the transducer.

2.4 Electrical Connector

The connector CA 3102E-14S-6P/C22-F77 (silicon inserts) or equivalent

shall provide a waterproof seal. The mating connector shall be supplied with

the transducer.
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The following pin connection shall apply:

Pin Strain Gage Element

A Positive output signal

B Negative output signal

C Negative excitation

D Positive excitation

E Shorted to B

F Shorted to C

2.5 Calibration Certificate

Each transducer shall be accompanied by a calibration certificate which

shall include the following information:

A. Identification information (including force range)

B. Linearity

C. Hysteresis

D. Repeatability

E. Combined effect

F. Sensitivity

G. Input and output resistances

H. Complete schematic of circuitry showing resistance values

I. Two resistor calibration steps and resistor values (25% FS-112,

200 ohms and 75% FS-37, 280 ohms).

3.0 OPERATION RATINGS AND ACCURACY

A. Range - 0 to 50,000 lb, 0 to 100,000 1b, 0 to 150,000 1b, (range

and compression and/or tension to be specified at time of order)

B. Excitation - 10 volt nominal

C. Output - shall be standardized 3.00±3.5 millivolts full scale/volt

excitation

D. Impedance characteristics - input 350±3.5 ohms at 77 0 F±30 F

output 350±3.5 ohms at 77 0 F±3 0 F

E. Linearity ±0.05% full scale maximum deviation from a straight line

connecting the zero force and full scale force points
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I.. I~vlitert-.J.:,; - 10.03% IS maximum hysteresis loop deviation from

linealrity curve

.Z'.ro balanlce -- 11% I'S

1. Re0e.'t.a,.iit.V - '0.02' FS

I . ReRSOL.UtL - Continuous

J. Combined effec' 0.10Z FS (includes linearity, hysteresis, and

repeatahbilityV errors)

K. Frequency res;ponse - ':3% or less of static value from direct current

to 2,000 psi

I,. ~I side loading (off axis) - the error shall not exceed 0.10%

of applied load

M. 30 side loading (off axis) - the error shall not exceed 0.30%

of app]ied load

N. Shock - to withstand a minimum of 30 g for 11±1 msec in each of the

three major axes without damage

0. Force shock - to withstand a minimum of 10% of FS repeated force

.;hocks to a maximm, of five shocks without altering ca2.ibratior data

other than zero shift

P. Insulation resistance - not less than 1,000 megohms at 50 vdc

Q. Temperature and humidity

1. Thermal sensitivity - ±0.0007% FS/ 0 F from 00 to 150°F

2. Zero shift - !0.0014% FS/ 0 F from 00 to +150 0 F

3. Ihmidity - meet this specification requirement at 100% humidity

4. Environmental - 00 to +2500F

R. Mechanical overload

1. A force overload of 200% shall not damage the transducer.

2. A force overload of 120% of full scale shall not prevent the

transducer from meeting the operational ratings and accuracies

other than zero shift.

S. The axial trans;ducer shall be either compression or a tension-

compression load cell, double bridge 350 ohms.
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